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break down the wall that would divide

hen The Cresset came under the editorship of a woman, there must have been, here
and there, muttered grouses about how we could now expect editorials on "women's issues," as
well as homely analogies based on baby rearing and housekeeping. "Oh, no," some stalwart readers
might have groaned, "now we'll have to read some of those awful and embarrassing columns that
mention menstrual cramps. There will be recipes and comments about lipstick and pantihose."
Shudder.
I don't know whether it has been a good thing or a bad thing that such a dearth of these subjects has characterized this column for the last eleven years. But I want to break from this tradition
here by a few comments on cleaning floors, a subject on which I have considerable experience, and
a great deal of opinion. Contrary to most commonplace chatter, I am a strong believer in the principle that floors should "show the dirt." Having floors that don't show the dirt seems to me a
dubious practice, since the dirt is all still there, and you are living with it (or in it) but are simply able
to ignore it. Perhaps the strongest argument for having floors that "don't show the dirt" is that
everyone in the household can ignore the dirt equally. This has the short term advantage that no one
needs to hold anyone else responsible for cleaning it up ("Dirt? what dirt? I don't see any dirt.") But
eventually, and perhaps before the household has succumbed to its fourth or fifth general undiagnosed but nonetheless miserable illness of the season, the floor will have to be cleaned. And we're
not talking about utter perfection here. I have always felt that there was absolutely no incentive I
could think of for the goal of having a floor clean enough to eat from. Be that as it may, 'When you
can see it, you can clean it up' is Subheading One under 'Section Two: Cleaning' in the Eifrig Manual
of Household Management (a very brief compilation, I assure you.)
Which brings me, rather neatly I think, to the subject of immigration. No doubt there are
many people in these past few days who have been deploring the unhappy situation in Austria,
where, through a democratic process, a political party with some unpleasant principles has won
positions in the government. Among other things, this party clearly rejects a policy of openness on
immigration, and desires to strengthen a predilection for what might be called "Austria for Austrians." That such a predilection should gain a big number of votes in Austria should not surprise
anyone; what may be more surprising is the strength of the opposition and its vehement rejection of
the principles espoused by the Haider party. One is at first tempted to pity the Austrians in this
dilemma, for no one can be unmoved by the sight of sausage shops with the windows smashed in.
However, there is perhaps an unrecognized blessing here; at least the dirt is showing. Now it can be
dealt with.
By contrast, the United States has been coasting for a number of years by sweeping its immigration problems under the rug. By now, the accumulated stuff is beginning to make sizeable
mounds, but we're still-as a whole-making our unsteady way across the floor. Yes, it's dirty, but
we're determined not to notice. Somebody who is determined that we will pay attention is Pat
Buchanan, who has made visits to areas on the US-Mexican border with interesting non-results. The
numbers of illegal crossers will stagger anyone willing to pay attention. Last month, in the DouglasAgua Prieta region, the US Border Patrol picked up and took back to Mexico over 40,000 would-be

immigrants, illegals who had walked through open stretches of wild country on their way to jobs in
Phoenix, or Aspen, or Park City, or Chicago, but didn't make it as far as their luckier cousins. I
don't know if 40,000 registers with my readers, but that many people walking through a region
with a resident population that does not equal it makes an impression. That many people camping
without facilities makes a real, literal mess, for one thing, and the residents of the region might well
be commended for their patience and restraint up till now. They are trying to cope with what the
rest of the country just doesn't want to look at or deal with or acknowledge: many US citizens do
not want more Mexicans in this country. Any foreigners, possibly, but the Mexican ones are the
most present, and the most persistent. The Border Patrol has the task of keeping them out, but to
attempt this task in this region with a few Blazers and helicopters, not to mention the roadblocks on
highways, is ludicrously ineffective. We're asking our government employees to do the extremely
difficult job of enforcing a policy that we are not utterly committed to, because we have not really
faced up to its implications. We have not really debated a more flexible immigration policy and a
real enforcement of a closed border.
Buchanan speaks for this latter position. He has put it very clearly: we in the US do not want
to have all these immigrants from Mexico, so we should build a literal wall and pay to maintain it,
police it, and keep on the other side of it those people we do not want to have here. I think he is
wrong in wanting to keep Mexicans who want to work here from coming in. I think he is wrong in
claiming that most US citizens agree with him that we have enough foreigners here now, and we
should shut the doors and keep them shut. But Buchanan seems to be talking into a whirlwind for
all the attention he gets. (Oops, we're close to a vacuum cleaner analogy here, I think.) Down on the
border, you can see the dirt, but elsewhere, well. .. we have agreed not to notice.
Problems with immigration are a sign of the tremendous economic disparity between the two
countries. (Have you heard of thousands of illegal Canadian aliens desperate for US citizenship? I
thought not.) Thousands of Mexicans every day leave behind them everything they love-and risk
their lives to struggle through territory you wouldn't want to face for five minutes-in order to
have a chance at a paying job. Recognizing this ought to make us think. Yes, we should count our
blessings. Then what? Is our prosperity dependent on having only so many people with whom it can
be shared? Do we, whose names are Eifrig and McGrew and Bjorn and Micelli and Chow and
Vasquez, really believe that "foreigners" are a detriment to our national well-being? Though it isn't
particularly graceful, one can admit the claims of such a position in a place like, say, Austria. But in
the United States of America, a homeland of foreigners?
The issues here are immense and complicated. Getting at them would mean real disagreements that would be painful to discuss and hard to vote about. The recent escalation of drug smuggling in the illegal alien treks northward asks even more troubling questions about a US economy
that apparently needs this source of illegal goods and services from a people with nothing else to sell
that we want to buy. But ignoring the problems, as most of us seem content to do, is just making
those heaps under the carpet harder to negotiate.
In the political campaign now upon us, the talk of religion has become surprisingly ubiquitous. Puzzling as this may be to those of us whose Two Kingdoms Meter is always running, the
prospect of bringing religious insight to bear on public life is intriguing. It might be hard to say what
Jesus would do faced with questions on tax cuts or Social Security. And St. Paul, despite helpful tips
on diet, hairdressing and accessory choices, will give us little guidance on environmental issues or
world trade. But about strangers, aliens, guest workers, refugees, needy travellers, and other "foreigners," we have plenty of guidance. I wonder what would happen if words from Biblical sources
were applied to our now non-existent discussion of immigration and border control. Though the
Bible's multitudinous sections do include some fairly bloodthirsty rages against enemies, it is not
unreasonable to expect Christians to use as their guiding principle the words from the 25th chapter
of Matthew: Lord, when did we see you a stranger, and take you in?
Peace,

GME
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why be a Lutheran in the new millennium?

David G. Truemper
When the Saxon court chancellor, Christian Beyer, read the Augsburg Confession before the
assembled delegates of the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation on June 25, 1530, he read
what a small collection of princes and free cities offered as their claim that, even though they had
introduced certain reforms into the churches in their territories, they had done nothing to depart
from the catholic faith. So devoted were they to that faith that they could say in their preface (written
just the evening before), "We on our part shall not omit doing anything, in so far as God and conscience allow, that may serve the cause of Christian unity" (Augsburg Confession, Preface, 13 ). They
were committed to remain in the one church they knew, in fellowship with the bishop of Rome.
The more I have paid attention to this confessing moment, the more I have come to be convinced that to be a Lutheran is, first of all, to be committed to say to the whole church that what is
confessed in the Augsburg Confession is indeed the catholic faith, and then to add in anxious anticipation, "Isn't it?"
What I mean is that to be a Lutheran, whether in 1530 or in 2000, is to be committed to a
conversation with the western catholic tradition, a conversation to which we who claim the
Lutheran identity commit ourselves, all the while awaiting from our conversation partner the
response, "Yes, what you have confessed is indeed the faith of the universal church."
I remember suggesting, in a conference in Saint Louis a little more than twenty years ago, that
it would present an interesting challenge to us Lutheran confessors if our Roman Catholic conversation partners would respond in the affirmative. A pastor in the row in front of me said to his
neighbor, "I wouldn't believe them; you can't trust those Catholics!" Well, given the misrepresentation of Roman Catholic teaching in the recent ads placed by LCMS President A. L. Barry in about a
dozen and a half major US newspapers, I can easily imagine Roman Catholics hissing the same
response to some Lutherans: "You can't trust those Lutherans!"
Of course, those confessors at Augsburg in 1530, to say nothing of Lutheran confessorwannabes in Y2K, have a particular itch they expect to get scratched. That itch has a couple of
appearances: it shows up in the special language with which they/we understand how the gospel
shapes the whole theological enterprise, and it shows up in the way in which they/we think about
the life and work of the church in the world.
In the first case, that Lutheran itch is the foundational commitment that the Christian message
is really the story of Jesus of Nazareth, crucified and risen, told in such a way that what one hears is
the promise-from beyond Christ's tomb-that one's future is certain, that one is "justified," by the
sheer goodness of a God who, on account of Jesus and out of sheerest grace, promises life and salvation even to sinners like us. And the itch adds, "If that sounds like good news to you, then that's
God's truth about you, for Christ's sake!"
In the second case, our Lutheran itch leads to a pretty radical conception of what it means to be
church. The church, "holy believers and sheep who hear the Shepherd's voice" (Smalcald Articles Pt.
III, XII, 2), is not fundamentally a structure, nor a holy club/association, nor a collection of really
pious or morally upright folks, nor even a hidden and invisible collection of those who are really,
really Christians. No, the church occurs as "the assembly of believers among whom the gospel is
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preached ... and the sacraments are administered" (Ibid.). The church "happens" when believers
assemble on the Lord's Day for the gospel said and done, proclaimed and sacramentally enacted.
So here we are, catholic Christians with an itch about the gospel and with an itch about the
church as the people of the gospel-and with a readiness to listen for the catholic conversation
partner's response to our confession, "Yes, that's the catholic faith!"
In my adult lifetime two events have seemed unmistakably to scratch my Lutheran itch. And I am
in a deep confessional quandary as a result. The second Vatican Council, held in the 1960s at the summons of Pope John XXIII, adopted a series of constitutions and decrees that may fairly be said to
breathe the same spirit as the Augsburg Confession. Now, I don't mean that arrogantly or chauvinistically. And I certainly don't mean to demean the great work of that council and of its bishops and theologians by suggesting that they merely said "yes" to the Lutheran agenda. But I do sincerely mean
that the spirit of Vatican II's teachings about the church and its worship sound to me and to many of
my circle of Lutheran and Roman Catholic friends to say much the same thing as did the Augsburg
Confession.
Twenty years ago, at the 450th anniversary of the presentation of the Augsburg Confession, I was
the Valpo essayist at one of those wonderful Notre DameNalparaiso theology conversations that we
used to hold as a home-and-home series among theologians and friends. The Notre Dame essayist was
the renowned Jesuit liturgical scholar, Edward Kilmartin, and his point was that, having read the
Augsburg Confession's call for reform and Vatican II's call for reform (he said, in his rich Irish brogue
and his even more ample Jesuit self-confidence), "We agree!"
The other event is more recent-in fact, it occurred last October 31. Representatives of the
Lutheran World Federation and of the Vatican gathered (again, in Augsburg) and signed what is being
called the "Augsburg Accord"-a document that formally agrees, Lutherans and Roman Catholics
together, that the Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification (the result of more than three
decades of responsible ecumenical and theological dialogue) marks a consensus about how we understand the doctrine of justification and about how, in particular, the old sixteenth-century condemnations we hurled at one another no longer apply.
For those Lutherans who, like me, seek to take the Augsburg Confession seriously, especially its
preface, the Augsburg Accord is breathtaking. We Augsburg-type confessors have been saying that,
should our conversation-partners respond affirmatively to our confession, and should those bishops
permit and affirm the proclamation of the gospel as we have sought to confess it, why, then, we would
have indeed succeeded in preserving the unity of the catholic church. We would happily remain in and
under the traditional episcopal polity. And we Lutheran catholics could happily fold up our temporary
confessional tents and go home to fellowship with the bishop of Rome. In fact, a number of wellknown Lutherans have formally done just that.
This puts confessional Lutherans into an exquisite dilemma. What might it mean in Y2K for a
Lutheran to find oneself dealing with, and being dealt with by, Roman Catholics under the sign that
"old condemnations no longer apply." Wouldn't that amount to hearing an answer of "yes" to our persistent question about the gospel confessed at Augsburg in 1530, "This is the catholic faith, isn't it?"
True, we American Christians have seen the notion of "denomination" invented on our soil.
And, true, that changes the churchly territory in fundamental ways. But for me the question has taken
on a compelling urgency: what happens when the conversation partner gives a "yes" to our confession
about the gospel and about the church? What might it mean, in Y2K and beyond, for Lutherans and
Romans to treat one another in fact as Catholics?
I'm testing my answer to that. According to the actuaries, I have a few years of professional productivity left. And I don't know the answer for sure.
But I am convinced: after Vatican II in the 1960s and after the 1999 Augsburg Accord over the
Joint Declaration on the Doctrine ofJustification, it's now a wholly new situation. And it may even be
a holy new situation. For, as one of the Spanish bishops said at the Council of Trent in the sixteenth
century, it's all about "the gospel, brethren, the gospel!"
It's an exciting-and nervous-time to continue to be a Lutheran in Y2K!

f
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Writing Poetry:
art, artifacts, and articles of faith
Edward Byrne

The Inaugural Lecture was reestablished in the Valparaiso University College of Arts and Sciences in 1991 as a
means to recognize colleagues who attained full academic rank and to acknowledge that this achievement carries with it a distinctive role in leading the scholarly pursuits of this academic community. The lecture is public
recognition of these notable achievements by outstanding teacher-scholars of the College. Professor Byrne is a
member of the Department of English.

I

want to 'ta" today by "mombocing to koop a pwmi<O. I gavo my wotd to my cia"" thi'
semester, one of which I will be meeting in about two hours, that I would begin today's talk by
repeating to you some of the same words of caution that I always give to them: "Never completely
trust what any writer says about his or her own work." I won't go so far as John Barth, who is
famous for saying that no one "should pay very much attention to anything writers say." Nevertheless, it is clear that writers are often unsure, sometimes even incorrect, in understanding or interpreting the ways that their works are inspired, created, or received by readers.
E.M Forster probably spoke for most writers when he said, "How do I know what I think until
I see what I have written?" However, one could go even further and suggest that many writers continue to be uncertain of exactly what they have expressed in their writings long after the words have
reached the page. Carl Sandburg reflected this uncertainty held by many writers when he once commented, "I've written some poetry I don't understand myself."
A story about T.S. Eliot's understanding of his own poetry also mirrors Sandburg's view.
According to academic legend, perhaps something akin to an urban legend, when Eliot served as the
Charles Eliot Norton Lecturer at Harvard in 1932-where his responsibilities included remaining
in residence and delivering an open lecture about literature to the university each month throughout
the school year-he once sat in on an undergraduate course in modem poetry being taught by one
of the junior faculty. The day he attended the class, the students were discussing their interpretations of Eliot's enigmatic poem, "Waste Land." The students noticed Eliot's conspicuous presence
in the back of the classroom and knew who was listening intently to their conversation.
As many of you know, T.S. Eliot was a figure who was easily recognizable, especially at Harvard in 1932. Poet and biographer Donald Hall once described T.S. Eliot as sophisticated, debonair,
very British in dress and demeanor. Hall also has written that many were unaware of Eliot's terrific
sense of humor: one of Eliot's heroes was Groucho Marx, and Eliot was known for sending gift
exploding cigars to literary critics who wrote negatively of his poetry.
As the Harvard class session's discussion of "Waste Land" concluded and the students filed out
the classroom door, apparently one student gathered enough courage to approach the intimidating
persona of Eliot and ask him a question. The student said, "Mr. Eliot, we were just discussing your
work, 'Waste Land.' May I ask why you were so interested in what we had to say?" Eliot's Groucho
Marx-type response to the student: "I came to find out what I meant.'' If one reads T.S. Eliot's more
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academic prose about his inspiration and writing of "Waste Land" ("I wasn't even bothering whether
I understood what I was saying. To me it was only the relief of a personally and wholly insignificant
grouse against life; it is just a piece of rhythmic grumbling"), clearly there was much truth in his
humorous response to the student.
Back in January, when Dean Trost asked me about planning the substance of my talk for today,
I reported that I was a poet and I thought I would be reading some of my most recent works to give
everyone an idea of what kind of poetry I was producing. He suggested that would be fine, but he
also thought it would be interesting for others if I discussed how the act of teaching, some of the
subjects I teach, my academic pursuits, my interests, and my experiences may inform, influence, or
inspire my poetry.
I have to admit I hesitated when he made this request. Like most poets, I would prefer the
work speak for itself rather than contribute to distraction or dilution of the work by my extended
explanations, interpretations, or background information. I again was reminded of T.S. Eliot- this
time I recalled his description of a poetry reading as "a kind of indecent exposure,"- and I was sure
that to discuss the process and product in a reading in any detail would surely be an academic version of exhibitionistic flashing.
However, after thinking about the Dean's suggestion a little bit more, I realized this would
provide a chance for me to systematically discover for myself what influences and informs the works
I have written. After all, although W.H. Auden once lamented the interest in information about
writers' biographies and work habits when he observed "it is a sad fact that a poet can earn more
talking about his art than practicing it," I thought there could be significant value for me in an exercise of self-reflection about my practice of poetry, and I appreciate this opportunity.
Unfortunately, in January Dean Trost also asked that I submit a title for today's lecture, even
though I hadn't yet decided what I was going to say. This brings me to my first disclosure about the
process of writing poetry: almost always, I decide upon a title after the poem is written!
Thankfully, the Dean gave me some time to consider an appropriate title. As I did, I realized
the various elements which inform or influence my poetry could be grouped into three headings,
and with my fondness for alliteration, I decided upon today's title: "Writing Poetry: Art, Artifacts,
and Articles of Faith."
Gore Vidal has written, "teaching has ruined more American novelists than drink." Since I am
not a novelist and, thankfully, I do not drink very much, I cannot speak with experience about
Vidal's assertion. Nevertheless, I believe I can safely say I question his statement. Perhaps there is
some difference for novelists simply because of the sheer volume of words and blocks of time needed
to produce a novel. However, I do know a number of novelists who comfortably combine writing
with teaching, and I believe that teaching can be rewarding for a writer of any genre.
In fact, I think it is interesting to see Robert Lowell's view of combining writing with teaching,
especially since his generation of poets was the first to engage in both activities on such a large scale
in developing university creative writing programs. Lowell stated: ·~most all the poets of my generation, all the best ones, teach. I think it has undoubtedly been a gain for them."
One of my own former teachers, John Ashbery, has concluded that one benefit of teaching is
that "you are forced to bring a critical attention into play when you are reading students' work that
you would not otherwise, and that can help when you return to your own writing."
Richard Wilbur has expressed his view in a similar manner: "I think the best part of teaching ...
is that you can't read passively because you have to be prepared to move other people to recognition and
acts of analysis ... " Wilbur believes being pressed to talk about literature and writing in the classroom can
counter the solitude and quiet of the writing process itself. He reports: "It is good for a writer to move
into words, out of the silence, as much as he can."
It would be an understatement to say that my years of teaching-not only literature and
writing, but also film studies and special topics courses-have had an impact on the ways I view
poetry and the style of writing I have chosen for expressing myself. Repeated readings and analyses
of authors' philosophies of writing and their works of literature have allowed me to test, reevaluate,
and strengthen preferences in the style and form my own writing explores.
For example, by examining various definitions of poetry with my creative writing students
every year, my belief in the simple, yet insightful definition offered by Robert Frost still stands firm.
Frost described "the figure a poem makes. It begins in delight and ends in wisdom." In a more com-
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prehensive description, Frost declares writing of a poem "begins in delight, it inclines to the impulse,
it assumes direction with the first line laid down, it runs a course of lucky events, and it ends in a
clarification of life-not necessarily a great clarification, such as sects and cults are founded on, but
in a momentary stay against confusion."
Frost says elsewhere, "we enjoy the straight crookedness of a good walking stick." And isn't
there great truth in this? A twisting walking stick made of a broken branch is just as effective as a
straight store-bought cane, but so much more interesting. Likewise, one might suggest readers enjoy
the journey to the end of a piece of literature as much as they feel rewarded by the goal eventually
achieved at the conclusion of that work of art. I always try to keep this in mind when writing my
poems.
Robert Penn Warren, in his important essay on poetry, "Pure and Impure Poetry," appears to
complement Frost's statement. Warren suggests: "Poetry wants to be pure, but poems do not. At
least, most of them do not want to be pure. The poems want to give us poetry, which is pure, and
the elements of a poem, in so far as it is a good poem, will work together toward that end, but many
of the elements, taken in themselves, may actually seem to contradict that end, or be neutral toward
the achieving of that end."
Throughout his writing, Robert Lowell seems to suggest those contradictions and elements
that are "impure," in the sense that Warren identifies them, exist in poems exactly because the best
contemporary poetry reflects life, which is itself an impure process. In his poem "Night Sweat,"
Lowell writes: "one life, one writing." Those elements in poems which reflect experiences or emotions from our lives are what I refer to as "artifacts"-the man-made objects which act as reminders
of moments in personal or social history.
Coincidentally, three writers who have greatly influenced my writing of poetry are Robert
Frost, Robert Penn Warren, and Robert Lowell-my literary trinity. The three "Bobs" I like to call
them. (My wife insists that if I were complete in my list, I would add Bob Dylan as well.) Though I
would be the first to admit the following is a much too general characterization, one might say I
have learned the use of nature as metaphor from Robert Frost, the ambitious use of language to
express emotion from Robert Penn Warren, and the integration of personal experience with art
from Robert LowelL
I also recognize my own poetry as part of a continuing narrative in literature, sometimes in
conflict with and sometimes complemented by the works of writers from the past. In his famoussome may say infamous-essay, "Tradition and the Individual Talent," T.S. Eliot declares: "no poet,
no artist of any kind, has his complete meaning alone." In my teaching of literature, I am continually confronted with the truth of Eliot's statement. Consequently, I find myself engaged in a form of
"anxiety of influence," as critic Harold Bloom labels it, in an ongoing literary tradition that sometimes appears to have exhausted all possibilities of novelty. Despite Harold Bloom's prediction of
anxiety for the writer or T.S. Eliot's warning about the conflict between tradition and individual
talent, I must admit I have yet to respond the way Wallace Stevens did when asked if he ever read
much of Eliot's poetry. Stevens' reply: "I can't read much of Eliot or I wouldn't have any individualism of my own."
In addition to the influence of writers I admire, painters and works of visual art, as well as
music, especially jazz, also have shaped my poetry. Ernest Hemingway once confessed, "I learn as
much from painters about how to write as from writers ... .I should think one also learns from composers and from the study of harmony and counterpoint." James Whistler thought of his artwork as
"the poetry of sight." My study of painting, particularly landscape and impressionist works of art,
has aided me in understanding composition and placement of details in the images that fill my
poems. I am very fond of the Luminist painters who depicted subtle variations in landscape or
seascape paintings, especially any gradual differentiation of color or light in images of sea or sky. I
always advise my creative writing students to stop off at the art museum almost as often as they visit
the library.
I am a great fan of the acoustic jazz music popularized during the 40s, 50s, or early 60s-by
Charlie Parker, Miles Davis, Bill Evans, as well as various other instrumentalists-and which many
continue to practice today. I appreciate the way these musicians can take the familiar pattern of any
standard song and play stretches of freer improvisation against those regulated riffs. I view my
poem as a verbal composition similar to this form of jazz. Therefore, one will find in nearly all my

poems a contrast between structure and unconstrained expression, attempting to create an undercurrent of tension. Some poems are written in non-rhyming, non-metered syllabic lines; some poems
are presented in patterned free verse; and some poems are comprised of free verse lines packaged in
the repetition of regularly numbered sections.
As a film critic and teacher of film studies, I also have developed a sense of narrative that is
reflected in many of my poems. In fact, quite a few of my newer poems contain sections that act
much like portions of a film sequence with crosscutting from location to location or time period to
time period, and with differing viewpoints presented similar to the way one sees a movie scene from
various camera angles or through more than one character's eyes.
Using epigraphs in my poems, I often pay homage to these influences on the art of my poetry.
Also, any reader of my poetry, especially those works written in recent years, will recognize
numerous allusions to painters, works of art, jazz musicians, and films, all of which add to an atmosphere I am hoping will affect the mood of the reader and evoke emotional responses.
Henri Matisse once wrote in his painter's notes, "I am unable to distinguish between my feelings for life and my way of expressing it." Once again, I believe Robert Lowell's blending of art and
life in his poetry has had an impact on my own work. Still, I do not consider myself in any way a
"confessional" poet, as critic M.L. Rosenthal labeled Lowell-along with Sylvia Plath, Anne Sexton,
W.O. Snodgrass, and others. (Indeed, even Lowell resented the term, regarding it as a demeaning
misnomer.) Nevertheless, as I mentioned previously, I do believe my poems, as autobiographical or
as fictional as they may be, are manufactured artifacts of a personal or social history.
As a result, I must conclude that Matisse's observation of his art parallels my own, and I
acknowledge that my poems also display "my feelings for life and my way of expressing it." The resolutions at which I arrive in my poems are articles of faith. John Gardner wrote in his book of criticism, On Moral Fiction, a book from which I teach every year, "we recognize true art by its careful,
thoroughly honest search for and analysis of values." As a teacher, I have emphasized the connection a study of language and literature has to the development of one's understanding as to how
humans acquire and express intellectual or emotional reactions to the world around them, as well as
their own ethical and spiritual convictions. I have continually explained to students the notion I
share with John Gardner that "good books incline the reader to-in a wide and slightly optimistic
sense-morality," toward an affirmation of life. I believe there is evidence throughout my poetry
that each poem I write is an article of faith, an affirmation of life.

f
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Suite: Forties' Morning
What is civilization, good or bad,
Compared with this water, this sky, this light?
-PaulKlee

I
Maybe a fog was beginning
to lift over the East River that morning,
dissipating under a sun suddenly
becoming stronger, while across the way
gray squares of office buildings
disappeared into those few scarves
of low clouds they still shouldered.

II
Perhaps, prepared against the summer
heat predicted for later that day,
my mother, one of the women
walking to work along the esplanade,
was wearing a light blouse
and a white linen skirt.
III
By then, the Second World War
had finally ended and many
of the men had been welcomed
home with words of praise or prayer.

IV
That month my father had started
a new job on the waterfront, lifting
crates from dark holds of cargo ships,
stacking cases containing products
from European cities he'd seen
during his four-year tour of duty.

v
A cruise ship was just leaving
the harbor-charting a course
down the center of the river,
separating the water's blue sheen
with its wake-and headed out to sea,
sounding the harsh bellow
of its horn for everyone to hear,
announcing its voyage for all to envy.

VI
I'm sure that morning, as always,
she wore her black hair combed back
and knotted at the nape of her neck
in that style a ballerina might prefer,
carefully kept away from the face
so as not to shadow her smile.

VII
The Dodgers again were winning
a pennant and players' names
-Hodges, Reese, Lavagetto,
Stanky, Furillo, and Robinsonblared from car radios each afternoon
like lyrical elements in an unusual litany.
VIII
As the skyline of New York loomed
beyond in the blooming light,
he thought back to his initial
glimpse of battle: the blinding
glare of sun on sand; the dull,
persistent thud of artillery fire;
the relentless desire to sustain
one's composure during
that dizzy exhilaration brought on
by the dazzling blaze of each explosion.
IX
Even when hurrying, nothing
she did could be seen as anything
other than austere and subdued:
no excess, only simple elegance.
X
No one could have known then the
end of an era was near,
that less than a decade later
they'd be betrayed and abandoned
even by their beloved team, gone
westward with the rest of a nation.
XI
He remembered a list of names-those
friends he'd left behind: Noonan,
Hagerty, DeVito, Grossman,
Gardner, and Graham-and how
breathless with fear he'd been
in the cavernous blackness
of that first night, uncertain
he'd ever witness the slow
glow of dawn, opening
like an early rose cultivated
for show, now about to unfold
over the French countryside.

XII

XVI

As children, my sister and I believed

By midnight, she would enter
onto the pages of a diary only
that when she first noticed him he was
standing by the walkway railing
reading a newspaper's sports section,
an outline of the city brightening
behind him, the smokestacks
of a luxury liner quickly slipping
through what little mist was left
and into that vast, unknown emptiness
of ocean-the raspy, mournful voice
of the ship's horn keening as it slid past.

she always seemed to move with an ease
some would find stunningly
graceful and anyone might admire,
as though through some trick
of nature she were merely drifting,
from here to there, the way
we'd imagine an angel may.
XIII
He also recalled the evening
of his arrival in Paris-the wail
of an air-raid siren, searchlights
shining through smoke plumes
rising into rain above the wet,
reflective streets and the slick
cement of empty sidewalksand he was reminded how soon
he came to value each
stretch of road he'd traveled,
every image of life he could find.

XIV
Approaching the balustrade
along the river's edge, she must have
held her hand out as if reaching
to grasp another in greeting,
pleased to be meeting once again.

XV
He'd treasured every intact village
church or unscarred cottage garden
he came across, as if the cost of so much
loss could be measured in contrast
with the preservation of such objects
or by a respect for beauty; how distant
and reckless it all now appeared.

XVII
Startled, he had looked up
when he heard the horn's blast
and already some petals of sunlight
had begun to show on the water below.

XVIII
Passengers on the upper deck
of a liner embarking for Europe
were waving farewell and a woman
drifted toward the promenade parapet,
the hem of her skirt shifting slightly
in that draft rippling off the river.

XIX
Beside him, holding on with one hand,
balancing in the manner of a dancer,
she leaned out, as if from a balcony,
and returned their greeting, offering
a smile although, he'd thought,
surely she must have known they
were too far away to appreciate it.
XX
Almost one half of a century later,
after her death, he would confide
in their children these few details.

Edward Byrne
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Simul Enlightened et Postmodern?
Thomas Albert Howard

F,

those who trouble themselves with such mattetS, it's come to thi" Is "the Enlightenment
project" a good thing, reconcilable with Christian conviction, or should Christians spurn the
Enlightenment's smug certainties and make their peace with postmodernism? Should we embrace,
in other words, the universal discourse of the eighteenth-century philosophers as the proper conduit for Christian universal Truth, or should we welcome postmodernism's penchant for the particular as a fitting medium for a faith that cherishes the scandal of particularity?
Recognizably, this issue has animated more than a few Christian academic discussions in recent
years and it persists as a worrisome and wearying dilemma, albeit one foundational to numerous
enterprises, both scholarly and pedagogical, in the humanities and social sciences, not to mention in
the more consequential areas of theology and jurisprudence. To be sure, the language is often rarefied and the rhetoric shrill, but the stakes are quite high-and not only for Christian intellectual
life, but also, insofar as the faithful don't hide their lamps under bowls, for the common good.
But some rethinking is in order. One of the more frustrating aspects of this debate has been its
assumed either/or character. To borrow language from Charles Taylor, one is either an Enlightenment booster and a postmodernism knocker or vice versa. What is more, the conditions for Christian knowing are often presumed to be determined by the contrasting epistemologies of modernity
or postmodernity. I would suggest, however, that we might make more ground on this matter if we
resist seeing it in either/or terms. We should furthermore allow what I'll call incarnational epistemic
reasoning to shape our approaches to the ideas, personalities, and issues that are often simply, if
somewhat legitimately, disbursed into "Enlightenment" and "postmodernism." After all, there's no
necessary reason why these vast intellectual-historical nebulae should be leading determinants of
Christian thinking and learning-especially when neglected, surer resources are at hand.
A distinction made by Michael Novak in a recent issue of First Things will guide our steps.
Novak distinguishes two modes of Christian witness: the eschatological and the incarnational. The
former entails a fundamental critique of some aspect of the earthly city in light of the Kingdom of
God. Novak implies that many well-meaning clergy and laity have mistakenly taken this approach
to capitalism. He defines his own approach as incarnational, which seeks to dwell among the people
(business owners and consumers), to shore up the good and diminish the bad in an institution or
system that's inherently both good and bad. In his own words, an incarnational witness tries "to see
in every moment of history, in every culture, and in every place and time the workings of divine
grace ....And they lend their energies to altering that world in its basic institutions" (my emphasis) .
While theologians might quibble about the legitimacy of Novak's distinction, it at least offers us a
heuristic device applicable to the Enlightenment/postmodernism controversy going on today.
Regrettably, far too many participants in both camps come to the table in the red-faced, uncompromising eschatological mode. Enlightenment boosters fault Christians sympathetic to postmodernism for flirting with the slippery slope of relativism and identity politics. Postmodernism boosters
in turn lampoon their critics' presumed naive and/or hubristic views of objectivity, universality, and
rationality.
But the eschatological mode is perhaps ill-suited for this engagement. As with capitalism, the
realities signified by "Enlightenment" and "postmodernism" are simply too complex and diffuse,
too morally ambiguous, to receive unequivocal prophetic critique. Perhaps we should be more
careful with this mode, expending its unremitting and very necessary energies on matters like racism,
abortion, and genocide; for it is a witness cheapened by overuse. But let us be generous with the
incarnational, the lodestar of Christian epistemic reasoning.
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The Incarnation brings the universal and the particular into mysterious accord. Though
"begotten of his Father before all worlds ... [Christ] came down from heaven, and was incarnate by
the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary and was made man." As the meeting point of the infinite and the
finite, divinity and humanity, the universal and the particular, the Incarnation has cognitive implications for how we comprehend "Enlightenment" and "postmodernism." On the one hand, the Incarnation boldly asserts universality: the Truth of God in Christ is true for all people at all times. On
the other hand, the scandal of particularity is obvious: Christ came in a specific space-time configuration and His Church has developed its practices and traditions in particular cultural and political
arrangements, with their manifold virtues and vices.
It would stand to reason that followers of Christ cannot dispense with the language of universality. In the Enlightenment and its progeny, therefore, we shall find many thoughtful "people of
good will," hungry for a truth that's more than simply "time captured in thought," as the American
pragmatist philosopher Richard Rorty would put it. Certainly, we might (and should) have strong
disagreements with the anticlerical and secular-utopian proclivities that historically have been part
of "the Enlightenment project;" but the basic yearning for a transhistorical truth is ours too and we
should recognize therein a family resemblance and embrace it. This commonality can be the starting
point of fruitful diplomacy and dialogue, especially on topics like universal human dignity and
rights and perhaps in other important areas that necessitate normative ethical and epistemological
judgments. It would fall to a Christian, however, to persuade her enlightened friends that their
hearts' deepest longing, which they seek to realize in a fabricated, traditionless Reason, is better fulfilled in the person of Jesus of Nazareth and in His beloved Church. In other words, we, finally,
cannot agree with the German philosophe Lessing's famous dictum of the Enlightenment that "the
accidental truths of history can never become the proof of necessary truths of reason." Indeed, history's seeming accidents might just represent Providence's loving-and reasonable-ways. The
scandal of particularity, after all, is unavoidable.
And it is precisely because of the Incarnation's (scandalous) affirmation of the historical and
the specific that Christians can readily sympathize with the postmodernist skepticism of supracultural truths. As creatures of history and location, our beliefs and modes of knowing are products of
tradition, environment, and culture. We cannot abandon space and time for an ahistorical ether-a
"view from nowhere," to use Thomas Nagell's famous phrase. If truth is, we can only receive it
through social and cultural mediation. Put differently, we are all catechumens, shaped either by
deliberate efforts of spiritual formation and ecclesial community or by larger, impersonal forces like
the political culture and the turbulent imperatives of the marketplace. On this point, postmodernists and Christians have considerable common ground and a fruitful alliance can be struck. It
would fall to the Christian, in this case, to persuade her skeptical friends that embracing the particular does not mandate rejecting the universaL One need not behave so inconsiderately to their
hearts' deepest longing in the name of a "truth" that knows no truth. Christ crucified is the particular who mediates the universal: there is no other name. This bit of "foolishness," alas, is also
unavoidable.
Along with the Incarnation, the doctrines of Creation and Original Sin are also pregnant with
relevant intellectual implications. In these doctrines we find resources that help us identify affinities
in contemporary thought and allow us to pursue creative alliances across the Enlightenment/postmodernism divide.
Unpacking the implications of the doctrine of Creation allows us to recognize large areas of
agreement with the Enlightenment. The Enlightenment's bold affirmation of this-worldly existence, its faith in human rationality, and its desire to alleviate misery and improve society are points
that, viewed through the lenses of Creation, should find considerable resonance among Christians.
In one of the doctrine's classical formulations, Thomas Aquinas propounded that Creation allows
Christians to affirm the fundamental goodness and intelligibility of the created order. Moreover,
human beings, the crown of creation, have the intellectual wherewithal to appraise the goodness of
creaturely existence and make considerable sense of it. It was this doctrine, notes Josef Pieper, that
allowed St. Thomas to recognize in Aristotelian philosophy an able and insightful handmaiden for
biblical faith: Aristotle's "affirmation of the concrete and the sensuous reality of the world ... [for
Thomas] was the same as the Christian affirmation of Creation." Widely scorned by the Church,
pagan Aristotelianism was the "Enlightenment" (of sorts) of its day. Thomas's imaginative embrace
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of it allowed him to put this particular "spoil of Egypt" to better use. Following Thomas, we need
not eschew the world outside the church; we should rather, to quote Pieper again, cultivate a "theologically grounded worldliness," a robust and "stewardly" affirmation of the world.
One need not be a Thomist to recognize the intellectual implications of Creation. John Calvin,
who was at least never ambivalent about the Fall's affect on Creation, nonetheless affirmed that all
men qua created beings "are endowed with a general apprehension of reason and understanding"
and that "in the constitution of this life no man is destitute of the light of reason." Thus, according
to Calvin, the heathen too-simply because they are created in God's image-have the capacity to
think rightly and make valuable contributions in medicine, philosophy, mathematics, and logic.
The accretion of these contributions gives birth to "progress," certainly an Enlightenment
refrain, and one that Christians often spurn. But should they? Even the most principled cultural
pessimist cannot in good faith dispute the many truly wonderful blessings of modernity: technologically sophisticated, hygienic hospitals; life-saving medicines; online Latin dictionaries; and the like.
Christians can and should embrace modern progress, understanding it, theologically, as an aspect of
Creation, the beneficent yield of human creativity and freedom exercised with a desire to advance
the common good. The Catholic Church in Gaudium et Spes, one of the key documents of the
Second Vatican Council, put it well: " [In] the progress of the sciences the nature of man himself is
more clearly revealed and new roads to truth are opened; these profit the Church, too."
And yet-and yet. Christian boosterism for modernity is, finally, a limited undertaking. The
Enlightenment's tragic (and often farcical) excesses-all too familiar to students of modern history
-should certainly give us pause. A blithe, secularist confidence in reason that translates into narrow
scientistic positivism, utilitarianism in ethics, and political utopianism certainly warrants sustained,
thoughtful theological critique. On this point, the doctrine of Original Sin complements that of
Creation-Augustinianism, if you will, affords a valuable partnership to Thomism. Original Sin
helps us see that many of the Enlightenment's central assumptions, promulgated and acted upon in
a context innocent of human nature's sunless side, often produces gross intellectual miscalculations
and unintended social and political consequences. Thus, Original Sin functions as an indispensable
partner of Creation in our mental furniture; it gives us a vocabulary of evil and tragedy which
modernity often lacks. This doctrine, as John Paul II put it in his encyclical Centesimus Annus, is not
only "an integral part of Christian revelation, it also has great hermeneutical value insofar as it helps
[us] understand human reality."
As such, Original Sin provides a bridge to the concerns and (often obfuscatory) language of
postmodernism. Indeed, belief in human sinfulness and the inconstancy of our wills allows one, in
good faith, to recognize the validity of some of postmodernism's central insights. That human
reason is, finally, restricted by our cupidity and finitude and that social relationships are often
marked by power, self-interest, and mendacity should come as no surprise to Christians. Michel
Foucault himself might have profited from the Heidelberg catechism, in its assertion that our natures
are "poisoned" and that we are "corrupt from conception on." What is more, long before the Foucauldian Left (Richard Rorty's term) and avant-garde feminists were decrying the ubiquity of power
relations and modernity's deeply ironic consequences, Reinhold Niebuhr and others in the neoorthodox camp had reminded us that immorality is deeply embedded in social structures and that
reason, for all its merits, often sides with our concupiscence against the requirements of justice and
truth.
No less a proto-postmodernist than Blaise Pascal found consolation and insight in Original
Sin's bracing, paradoxical truths. "For it is beyond doubt," he famously wrote in his Pensees, "that
there is nothing which more shocks our reason than to say that the sin of the first man has rendered
guilty those who, being so removed from its source, seem incapable of participating in it.... Certainly nothing offends us more rudely than this doctrine, and yet without this mystery, the most
incomprehensible of all, we are incomprehensible to ourselves." Affirmation of this doctrine sensibly led him to doubt the efficacy of human reason: "We desire truth but find in our selves nothing
but uncertainty." It also led him to question what posrmodernists today have dubbed "essentialism":
"since man's true nature has been lost, anything can become his nature: similarly, true good being
lost, anything can become his true good." Furthermore, Pascal came to the very un-Kantian position, doubting whether human beings could ever arrive at a universal sense of justice. With virtuoso
Pascalian whimsy, he noted: "I began to distrust myself and then others. I saw that all countries and
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all men change. Thus, after many changes of mind concerning true justice, I realized that our nature
is nothing but continual change and I have never changed since."
To be sure, Original Sin uncoupled from Creation would also produce dangerous imbalances.
It would lead us down the path of irony, indifference, and a detached cultural pessimissm-a dangerous temptation for the religious imagination with its strong conservative leanings. This path
would put one in the company of the worse strands of postmodernism. But this need not happen.
As Original Sin offers protection against the excesses of Enlightenment optimism, so Creation
should guard one from the excesses of postmodern pessimism, which all too easily gives birth to
irrationalism and nihilism.
I once heard a speaker tell a congregation that Christians, though instructed to be in the world
and not of it, regularly wind up being of the world and not in it. Often, something like this seems to
be the case in the Enlightenment/postmodernism controversy. Well-meaning, thoughtful Christians
end up defining their positions within these two worlds of discourse without bringing the riches of
their own theological traditions to bear significantly on them. They contemn one world, I have suggested, while allying with the insights of the other. Admittedly, one also frequently comes across the
"pox on both houses" approach, in which both "Enlightenment" and "postmodernism" are reprehended, often from the standpoint of reactionary sectarianism. In the former case, one ends up
being of the worlds of the Enlightenment and postmodernism, but finally not in them-at least in a
theologically fitting manner. In the "pox on both houses" camp, one withdraws from the reigning
worlds of discourse, opting to be neither in nor of. But both positions miss the mark.
Moreover, they limit the potential salutary effects of the riches and rationale of the Christian
tradition when brought to bear on our contemporary epistemological and cultural reasoning. Whatever "Enlightenment" and "postmodernism" finally mean, we should approach them with the historic doctrines of the holy, catholic, and apostolic church firmly in our minds, and not only in our
hearts. Doing this, I am persuaded, would have beneficial results, both for Christian theology and
for the fabric and direction of present-day intellectual life. Thus, we should approach "Enlightenment" and "postmodernism" courageously, thought perhaps not sanguinely, in a spirit of rapprochement, good will, and understanding, viewing them as historically and morally complex realities emanating from the cultural productions and institutions of fallen creatures created in the image
of a loving God. Echoing St. Paul, we should embrace in these elusive, combativ:e siblings of modern
thought "whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is lovely, whatever is
admirable." And we will find these things. But we should also realize that these are secondary goods
and pale in light of the one necessary thing. Thus, the worlds of Immanuel Kant and Voltaire or
Jacques Derrida and Ri'c hard Rorty are, finally, not our home. We are exiles.
Even so, we must eschew the temptation to charge ahead in the eschatological mode-while
recognizing that this witness is crucial when applied in other settings. We must witness incarnationally, learning to "dwell among," to make appropriate, subtle distinctions and resist blanket condemnations of cultural realties that defy easy comprehension. "Enlightenment" and "postmodernism1'
are simply not the sort of dragons that one smites with the mighty blows of prophetic insight.
Aspiring St. Georges should seek out other monsters.
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This Spac~ Available
a review essay

] ennifer Voigt
Films considered in this essay are
Legend of Sleepy Hollow; director: Tim Burton (1999)
American Beauty; director: Sam Mendes (1999)
The Searchers; director: John Ford (1956) and
Glengarry Glen Ross; director: James Foley (1992)

In the late sixteenth century English businessmen and adventurers established colonies in
the North American continent, naming the land Virginia, after their queen. Later, Catholic colonists,
fleeing the oppression of the aforementioned queen, named their tract of land Maryland, after
another famous virgin queen. From its earliest history, America (even the continent has a feminine
name!) has been defined as a commodity and a refuge and often, even in the cases of territory named
after men (Georgia, the Carolinas), or topographical features (Montana, the Grand Tetons) it has
been feminized.
These names are examples of linguistic convention, to be sure, but consider how The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow conflates consumption, ambition and female character and form. The
dream of Ichabod Crane, for example, rings true in the hearts of Americans even today, as we consider the "aggressive growth" options of our 401(k) plans, but its revelation relies on Ichabod's
union with Katrina Van Tassel: "[H]is heart yearned after the damsel who was to inherit these
domains, and his imagination expanded with the idea, how they might readily be turned into cash,
and the money invested in immense tracts of wild land, and shingle palaces in the wilderness."
Washington Irving presents to us the image of Ichabod himself as one of the Horsemen who brings
famine early in the story, suggesting in his hero the characteristic of not one, but a whole plague of
locusts. But as we all know, Irving introduces a second Horseman, conjured to drive this plague of
locusts away into the next field, and indicates that this headless spectre is none other than Ichabod's
rival for Katrina's affection. The question behind this love triangle is an economic one: just how
will Katrina's land be used? Katrina Van Tassel, tied to the land by virtue of her rights as inheritor,
must choose between two examples of preindustrial American capitalism. She can live off already
proven dividends, or she can assume more risk. Her mobility is a chief factor in lchabod's vision of
her as his wife; he imagines her seated on a covered wagon. It also underlies Ichabod's ambitions.
Class mobility in this story is not upward but westward. It hinges not on the permanence of land,
but on its saleability. The ability to convert land to cash can create for an itinerate schoolteacher the
opportunity to marry into the first family of the county.
If Tim Burton's dreary Sleepy Hollow had told this story, it might have made a better film.
In fact, if it had told the story it set out to tell, which from the outset assumed a more gothic character than Irving's original tale, it would have made a fine film. I had hopes for it, optimist that I
am, even up until the windmill exploded. For a fuller look, though, at this American theme of land,
ambition, and the female I had to see American Beauty and then, within a period of two weeks,
happen upon both Glengarry Glen Ross and the "Special Edition" of The Searchers in the video
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store. Each of these three movies, I noticed, struggled with similar issues: the role of gender, both
masculine and feminine, in a changing social landscape; the use of land as a commodity, or "real
estate;" and the elusive, mysterious, and seductive American Dream. As in the example of the Legend
of Sleepy Hollow, these issues assert themselves in combination. The films mix up the American
pursuit of happiness with the ownership of property, much as Thomas Jefferson did when he shuffled the fundamental rights of "men" in the Declaration of Independence. More accurately, each of
these three films engenders the concept of real estate, assigning it feminine characteristics and then
pitting it against not only the aspirations of the male protagonists of the pictures, but against the
protagonists' very selves.
By referring to The Searchers locales-Monument Valley, the plains of British Columbia,
and the greater North American West-as "real estate" I mean to say that these places are essentially
"ownable" and also "transferable." The question, "to whom does this land belong?" resonates
throughout the film, and, until the end, is not entirely answered. From the opening shots of the
curious woman peering into the distance at her unannounced visitor, the movie is infused with the
notion that the settlers' lives in their new home have the shallowest of roots. The very presence of
the visitor, Ethan Edwards, poses a second question, by which the film attempts to answer the first:
"Who belongs to this land?" Is this land going to be owned by wanderers, like Ethan and his enemy,
Scar, or is it going to be civilized and domesticated and populated by decent hardworking families
like the Edwards' and their settler friends? The words Ethan exchanges with Marty over the status
of his dead brother's cattle illustrates this question of destiny on a dynastic canvas. Ethan calls them
"my cattle," while Marty reminds him that as far as he knows, Ethan's niece is still alive to inherit
them: "You mean Debbie's cattle,' he corrects. Ethan may be the surviving male relative, but Debbie,
even lost, is the rightful heir. As in the case of Katrina Van Tassel, the key to ownership of the West
is through Debbie.
More specifically, the key is through Debbie's body. The physical virtue of the women settlers is of utmost importance in The Searchers. During the scene leading up to the massacre at the
homestead, the fear that the settlers express is not a fear of torture or death, but of rape. Lucy
screams so hysterically not because she is going to die, but because she is going to be sexually violated. This is, of course, a perfectly legitimate fear; however the context of the narrative does not so
much emphasize her personal fear for her own body as it describes her imminent rape a as violation
of all that is sacred to the settlers. Lucy has already been established not as a woman, but as a symbol
of virtue and domesticity. The way she flirts with her boyfriend is so innocent that even children can
watch-and they do. It is not Lucy's death itself that propels this same boyfriend to vengeance; its
grisly particulars do. Her loss of womanly virtue is so abhorrent to these men that they cannot even
speak of it. When Ethan announces that he has discovered Lucy's body, he responds to his companions' queries with a retort about not wanting to paint a picture. When he and Marty are alone in the
wilderness, years into their search, Ethan muses on the fate that awaits Lucy's younger sister Debbie
as she grows older in captivity, saying that Scar will wait until she is old enough, and then his words
stop, as his thought suggests the certainty of Debbie's own rape. Thus the search becomes as much a
search to reunite Debbie with her land and her community, as it is a search to save her for this land
and community. Indeed, Ethan transfers his anger from Scar to Debbie when he learns that she lives
in Scar's household. While Lucy's death preserves her honor, the fact that Debbie still lives confirms
the loss of her virtue. Her life insults the values of her uncle and her community. Debbie's own
mother would have wanted her dead after such a disgrace, one of the settlers tells Ethan, and he
subsequently renews his search with her death in mind as its outcome.
The blame this film places on Debbie-the victim of a kidnapping-is shocking. However,
like Lucy, Debbie is less a character than a symbol. Her mind remains intact even though her virginity does not. This preservation of dignity is not supposed to happen, the film reveals in a scene in
which Ethan and Marty search for Debbie among a group of white women captured by Indians and
then captured again by the cavalry. These women have wild eyes and shriek unexpectedly. The message, of course, is that insanity is an acceptable way of living after being raped by Indians. Barely
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acceptable, for Ethan disposes of them with a gesture of disgust: The women are "no longer white,"
he tells Marty.
I am convinced that when Kazan cast Natalie Wood as the lead in Splendor in the Grass-a
movie about, among other things, a girl who really doesn't want to say no-he did so with the
understanding that the actress's powerful sensuality would reveal itself to the camera despite her
character's indecision. Wood projects a certain dangerous quality, a quality which operates independently of her striking beauty. How else could this woman (who as a child believed in Santa so much
he came true) get to play Gypsy Rose Lee? Natalie Wood plays good girls who have bad girls in
them waiting to escape. She brings this same dark quality to her performance as Debbie, and it is
this projection of sexuality in Debbie that Ethan finds so hard to forgive about her. Sex in The
Searchers is a boring, almost adolescent kind of sex. Lucy may want to marry her boyfriend, but all
she does is kiss him. Presented with Marty soaking in a tub by a fire, Laurie literally throws cold
water over the situation. For the way he behaves, you wouldn't imagine that Marty had been
camping out on the prairie for months before this. He won't even promise to marry Laurie, though
she almost begs him. In contrast to this sexual "innocence," Debbie wears her knowledge like a
badge of honor. She has not followed the path of virtue and gone insane or killed or caused herself
to be killed. She is dangerous.
But this emphasis on womanly virtue and virginity supersedes Debbie and Lucy and would
not exist in The Searchers without Martha's early introduction. Though her character is the matriarch of the Edwards family, the film chooses her name not from among the biblical matriarchs, but
instead names her after the biblical woman most concerned about domestic matters. Had she been
called Sarah, the wandering in The Searchers would have taken on a wholly different flavor, but this
woman wants to keep house. Her virtue is such that she doesn't notice when Ethan stares longingly
after her. Her back is turned. The impure thoughts of a lonely man cannot touch her. She keeps her
sexuality behind closed-doors, reserving it for after the rest of the family retires. Even in that shot,
she disappears into her bedroom as the action continues between Ethan and her husband. The
emphasis here is on Ethan's loneliness, his desire for place and belonging and things other men
have, rather than the rounding-out of Martha's character. Martha is at once "place" and "belonging"
and a "thing that another man has." Without her, a man is nothing but Ethan-a point driven home
by making Ethan and her husband brothers. In Ethan's wistful glances you see that had he had
Martha, maybe he could have surrendered his sword and found in her a cause to live for.
The tension between wandering and settling in The Searchers reaches its apex in Debbie.
The film emphasizes Debbie's portability from the beginning, when Ethan picks her ten-year-old
self up in his arms. Scar next carries her away, and through the rest of the film she is carried, literally, all over the West. Even at the end of the film, when Ethan restores Debbie to the community of
settlers, he carries her from his horse like a child or a present, or a bride being carried over the
threshold into her husband's home. This image of a wedding is an especially potent one in this film
because it restores a level of order within the settlers' community that will allow weddings to take
place. Lucy's abduction prevented her marriage, and Marty puts off his marriage to Laurie until
Debbie can be safely returned. The future of this small civilization depends on the level of domesticity that thrives within it, and only this can be accomplished through proper unions of men and
women. We glimpse this in the early scenes of Ethan interacting with his brother's family. Ethan is
almost a wild animal, gazing lecherously at his sister-in-law, appearing not to fit in with this family
where the father smokes a pipe in the evenings, the children are precocious, and the dog is a pet
rather than a co-worker.
The Searchers illustrates that which is inherently Romantic in the American experience.
The film obsesses over the struggle between the individual and society, as does our constitution, our
body of law, and our psychoanalysis. But where Byron can mock the bourgeois in Don Juan, The
Searchers strives to establish a middle-class culture in the desert. The individual is no hero, but a
protagonist and an antagonist-Ethan and Scar. He is also an intruder. Ethan and Scar-though
they, hate each other, they are interchangeable-are Wanderers, countryless. Scar has no land

because foreigners have settled on it. Confederate Army veteran Ethan has no land because the Yankees have conquered it. Both men interrupt life on the homestead, causing a /1 0-year rupture
allowing the film's narrative to evolve. The wanderers intrude and the story lasts until one of them
can restore the homestead to the way ir was before they came by returning Debbie. The American
Dream in this movie comprises not the God-given rights of the individual, but the creation of a
tightly knit social fabric whose woof and weft fall into orderly alignment.
The Searchers devotes itself to weaving a myth about the West and America and male and
female. It responds to the shifting American landscape of 1950s America by ascribing bourgeois,
Post-war American assumptions to the post-Civil War West. Just as 100 years before them their
ancestors parceled up the prairie to make farms, Americans of the 50s were parceling up farmland
to create suburbia, The Searchers says. The pioneers had also endured a war, but after it was over
everyone went back to a proper place in society; this time again, women who worked in munitions
plants should return to the home; white men and men of color should return to their own families
and their own neighborhoods and lead separate but equal lives. The problem with contemporary
America, according to The Searchers, is that no one is in his or her place-woman, or man, white or
Native American. Ethan can't stay put, Scar won't sit quietly at the back of the bus, and Debbie
belongs in two places. Released the same year as the Montgomery bus boycott, you can see The
Searchers anticipating the tsunami of a civil rights movement, and erecting a sea wall to stop it.
In Glengarry Glen Ross, land as a physical presence disappears completely; now land is
fully "real estate," a commodity, a "preferred property." The salesmen who deal in ir refer to it as
"units." Land in Glengarry Glen Ross is like paper money severed from the gold standard, a thing
representing the concept of a value. A commodity still, it is both ownable and transferable but also
subtle, slippery, a thing with two faces. This inherent duplicity in real estate provide the greatest
tension in the lives of this movie's characters: real estate is at once the most important thing and
nothing. It sustains the things that the salesmen love and value; though you can't see it, it keeps
them alive and gives them a reason to live. You don't even know if it really exists. In fact, it probably doesn't. These men are not thieves and their organization is on the up and up (their absolutely
joyless lives, the deadly seriousness with which they tell their lies, the way they pur all their faith
into their pitches assure us of this), but they sell real estate in its infancy, undeveloped, itself only an
idea. Plate glass windows have not yet framed the mountain views they promise. After his
exhausting, existential pitch, Roma makes his move to close Link by smoothing out a brochure
whose text promises that dreams do come true.
These are the men who sell dreams to people like the Edwards family of The Searchers.
They are Ethan in suits, because the world of total commission is not so different from the life of a
transient man in Texas in 1868. Like Ethan, they must believe in their mission or lose their justification for living, for they are intermediate people, of no importance other than to transfer property
from one person to the next. The years between The Searchers and Glengarry Glen Ross show, not
only in costume, or setting, or attitude, but in the way the men have adopted the men's roles that
The Searchers laid down for them. Where Ethan is a wanderer, without wife, children, home, or
responsibility to any human being, his actions determine that the men who follow him will have
these things. But the salesmen don't want what Ethan gives them any more than their leads (or
prospects) want "units."
The pitch, of course, is of utmost importance to a salesman, his ability to use words brings
about the outcome of his effort. Marner's short words and lines result in a syncopated rhythm that
isn't a mimicry of contemporary American speech, but a kind of poetry, which functions much like
iambic pentameter is thought to have done in sixteenth Century theatre. It alerts the ear to the
importance of the dialogue. This deliberate scripting calis attention not only to the content of the
words, but to the utterances themselves, and they become an issue in the film. Watching Glengarry
Glen Ross on television, I have been struck by the way the emotional intensity of the film relies on
the foul mouths of its characters. If there were ever a place where obscenities were absolutely necessary, it is this film. In expurgated form, the "forget yous" fail to convey the weight that words in this
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film must carry. Obscenities in this film convey desperation as well as identify power, and highlight
other language that does the same. The salesmen get bad leads because the strategy comes from
"downtown." "Mitch and Murray" make the decisions. When Roma declares "your excuses are
your own," the American tradition of self-help and the power of positive thinking-from Benjamin
Franklin to Dale Carnagie to Oprah Winfrey-reveals itself. These proverbs, repeated over and
over like prayers, line the path to success. When Blake addresses the salesmen, he reminds them of
selling basics: "ABC" or ''Always be closing." He writes other words on his blackboard, describing
the selling process: "Attention," "Interest," "Decision," ''Action." The words gather momentum
when Blake explains why they're so important. They can either make you or destroy you. "I made
$97,000 last year," Blake tells them. "You're nothing." If you say these prayers, you can come out of
the competition with a Cadillac. If you don't, you'lllose your job.
Women in Glengarry Glen Ross often have the last word, as we see through Link's relationship with his wife. When he shows up at the office to retrieve his check, he is reticent. Initially
Roma can't get but two words out of him, but "She said" becomes a revealing phrase, and as Roma
coaxes him to speak, his phrases explain the relationship between men and women in the film. "She
told me I have to," he says initially. And then later: "I don't have the power... to negotiate." And
again: "I can't talk to you ... you met my wife." And finally: "My wife said I have to cancel the
deal." Your excuses may be your own, but the film doesn't believe it. For the sales team at Preferrred
Properties, it's bad luck when they can't close, and "talent" when they can. James Link isn't a man
who can't afford a negative thought, he's a man whose wife emasculates him. He acts as her emissary; he professes no opinion of his own. Indeed, she emasculates both her husband and Roma. Her
decision to back out of the deal deprives Roma of his Cadillac and her husband of the dream Roma
has sold him. Women serve this same purpose in all of their manifestations throughout the movie.
Mostly they are invisible, save for the coat-check girl in the Chinese restaurant, and for the photograph of Levene's daughter on his desk, but they keep the men on tethers. Levene's daughter is ill
and in the hospital, and he must sell enough in one night to keep his job and to pay her medical bills.
Moss and Williamson both comment on their wives and children as if they were literally balls and
chains attached to their ankles. A woman can at once bring a curse on a house and curse a man
trying to make an honest living. As he's forcing Levene out of his front door, one man says, "my
wife filled in a form and we've been plagued for the last year." The only good woman is both an
inferior and a fantasy. Grace, Levene's imaginary secretary, puts in long hours and probably fetches
him his coffee.
The film inserts this hostility toward women into the characters' attitudes toward their
superiors in the company. In his tirade after Link backs out of the deal, Roma unleashes a barrage of
insults on Williamson aimed to attack the manager's masculinity. First Roma calls him an obscenity
describing the female anatomy that is usually reserved to insult women, and then he asks, "Who
ever told you you could work with men?" And then he uses Williamson to attack the entire company hierarchy he represents. "You fairy. You company man." Williamson is both a woman and a
man who hasn't paid his dues. The dialogue pits him against men who work for a living, whom the
salesmen represent, and whose anxieties relative to their jobs we glimpse in the interaction between
two of them. "George," Moss says. "We're men here. This is enslavement." The conversation centers on a man that they know who left the company. "Jerry Graff... he said, 'I'm going on my own'
and he was free." You can make your life your own, as Roma counsels Link to do, or you can give
your labor to unappreciative bosses who exercise a power not unlike the power over life and death.
If "a man is his job," as Levene remarks, then his dignity and pride stem from what he reaps through
it. The burdens that these men carry with them, wives, children, work together with the company to
enslave him, keeping him from doing what Jerry Graff did and realize himself through his work.
These exchanges reveal the power of the concept of "work" and its relevance to a man's
dignity, for work in Glengarry Glen Ross is the focus of these men's ambitions and also their hearts'
desires. The Dream isn't cash, though cash accompanies the Dream; the Dream is realizing your
worth as a human being through the work that you do. In capitalism, sales more than any other job

brings a worker closer to understanding the value that the world at large puts on the work he or she
performs. There is immediate acceptance or immediate rejection followed by begging. You are
either the happiest person in the world or the lowliest wretch under heaven.
Glengarry Glen Ross is a film obsessed with masculinity, of what it means to be a man, and
what it means to be a man and to take on the roles that men play: father, provider, husband, worker.
Up until the sales meeting, we have only glimpses of the characters. We know what they do for a
living, and a little bit about what they struggle with in their personal lives. But Blake makes fun of
them, threatens them, exerts superiority over them, and then, in one gesture, demonstrates what it
takes to be the man who wins the Cadillac. "It takes brass balls to sell real estate," he says. It's so
funny to see two brass balls dangling in front of Alec Baldwin's crotch that you have to laugh and
think, "how can this guy take himself so seriously?" But this gesture simply ends the monologue
with an exclamation point. What Blake has said up until now has defined what a man is, and what a
man can do, and what is at stake in the film. "This is a man's game," he says. A man will outsell his
co-workers and win a Cadillac. It is almost beneath a man's dignity to come in second, and bring
home steak knives. Because this film makes no attempt to be politically correct, he calls them "faggots" and "cocksuckers," implying their less-than-manliness. Indeed, what self-respecting man
could drive to work in a Hyundai, when Blake's watch cost more than that, and he himself drives a
BMW?
Toward the end of the film, Levene comments that "the man who is your partner depends
on you." It is an ironic statement because, with the exception of Roma and the manager Williamson,
the salesmen are all co-conspirators in the break-in. The nature of the work, the fact that they must,
in reality, go from house to house begging people to buy, the competition that the company fosters
between them precludes any real human relationship. Most of Moss's dialogue consists of his
"pitch" to Aaronow, attempting to convince him to steal the Glengarry leads. Williamson, snakelike, strings Levene on and ultimately turns him over to the police. The only man whose conscience
acts upon him is Link, who, rather pathetically, says to Roma, "I let you down ... forgive me." The
brotherhood of men has been compromised by companies and by women; only betrayal remains.
If Glengarry Glen Ross concerns itself over the transformation of men into machines, and
mourns the loss of a dignity inherent in a man's relationship to the work that he performs, then
American Beauty takes a step further. It shows us a post-institutional world, where a job at a fast
food restaurant can provide more satisfaction than a decade and a half-long career; where image
separates the men from the kings; and the most well-adjusted family on the block consists of two
men and their dog, Bitsy. Were Martha to step through a vortex in the Western desert and emerge in
our time, she would certainly exclaim, like Miranda, that this indeed is a brave new world. There is
a garden, but in some way it's an image of Eden reflected by fun-house mirrors: the woman has not
eaten of the fruit, she has cut the tree down altogether. Instead of being banished from paradise, she
has banished paradise. The characters respond accordingly. They have mislaid happiness, and
haven't a clue about where they put it.
Real estate in American Beauty is literally represented by a woman. "My business is selling
an image and part of my business is to live that image ... act happy tonight," Carolyn tells Lester as
they enter an industry party. When she tries to sell a home-probably the best sequence in the filmshe creates an image and watches helplessly as that image is reflected back at her on the faces of the
prospective buyers. The empty house becomes a metaphor for her isolation. She cleans it in her slip,
reciting her own prayer, "I will sell this house today." It is a comic combination of shots, and the day
ends just as comically, with her literally beating herself in response to her failure. Like The Searchers
and Glengarry Glen Ross, American Beauty centers the hopes and the dreams of its characters
squarely in the realm of real estate. Carolyn is the example of the new dream, focussed on image
that has emerged from the nasty suburban habit of trying to outdo your neighbor while being just
like him. The matching garden clogs, the perfect roses, like the advertisement she puts out on the
house, mask the cold, neglected soul that she carries within her.
As "real estate" is now just image, the landscape is now just a collection of images, like the
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pictures from magazines that Angela uses for wallcovering. Everybody in this film looks at his or her
own image as it is reflected in dark windows. Windows in this film are not for seeing what's outside,
but what the outside sees when it looks at you. When Lester looks out the window at night, he sees
an image of himself that he imagines other people see. "Image" is about the easiest thing to buy, and
can be achieved with the simple purchase of scissors with a handle to match your garden clogs.
Aside from the Gap, the workout is the most ubiquitous form of image-enhancement in contemporary America, and Lester commits himself to it in the pursuit of the object of his desire, watching in
the glass of his garage window as his body's development brings him closer to the point at which he
can have Angela. Angela's own image as an aspiring model requires upkeep that can't be seen in a
photograph, which she fosters through chatter about sleeping with photographers and how she
can't allow her life to become ordinary. Janey considers plastic surgery. Furthermore, some one
else's movie keeps interrupting the narrative. If a film can spy on itself, that is what happens through
Ricky's camera as he uses it to record the goings on next door. His camera is curious, and creates
images that are curious and revealing and thus stand out against the images everyone else sees when
he or she looks into a window. His camera captures what the other characters can't see about themselves: Janey's beauty, Angela's banality, a whole family's isolation.
The linear narrative itself begins when Lester, who suffers from spiritual sedation, inflicted
on him by the multiple curses of middle class life-meaningless work, a passionless marriage, and
isolation from his daughter-sees Angela in the dance squad at the high school basketball game. It is
a comic moment, exposing as it does what little it takes to wake Lester up. Beautiful, but in the conventional way of so many popular high school girls-all symmetry and clear skin-Angela goes
through the moves of the dance with the rest of the squad wearing that blase, "I'm so bored even as
I'm doing this" look of the teenager and young adult. The dance isn't sexy at all. But to Lester,
Angela's the most exotic thing in the room and she's dancing just for him. He begins to imagine her,
as he will throughout the film, lying in a bed of rose petals. She becomes, literally and figuratively,
his dream, the meaning of his existence and the arbiter of his actions for the rest of the film. It is
only when he finally gets her that the film can end. Then she lets him in on her secret, and her
words transform her from a whore into the Madonna. In this moment, her ability to save him from
his situation by escaping, literally, into her, changes into an ability to save him in spite of himself. At
once, he must overcome her and control her, much as Ethan must do with Debbie. She keeps him
pure, and prepares him for what will come next. Angela embodies a dream, but not the ''American
Dream." She is beautiful, but her beauty is slippery and tempting, and is not what the film searches
for. Instead, this lost, golden world upon which the film meditates as it draws to a close is the image
of Lester, Carolyn and Janey at the amusement park, experiencing the purest joy you see them have
in the entire film. Once again it is the image of domesticity-happy marriage, happy family-but it
has no concern about who wears the pants.
Though American Beauty is similar to The Searchers in that the dreams that Ethan and
Lester seek require a woman's body in order to become real, American Beauty displays none of the
fear of social chaos that characterizes The Searchers. While the earlier film requires Ethan to return
Debbie in order to restore a structure on which a civilization can flourish, the later film's interest in
Angela relates to Lester's individual struggles. This is not to ignore the fact that one character's
unease with shifting mores brings about Lester's demise. The film confronts the very definition of
masculinity in the conflict between the colonel and the gay couple next door. Chris Cooper, who
was so tender and vulnerable as the uncertain sheriff in Lone Star, is unrecognizable as the military
man in American Beauty. Angry and brutal, he rules his household with an iron fist, and his military
understanding of what it means to be a man excludes the neighbors' partnership. Ever since the
beginning of the Reagan presidency, clips from his acting days have become their own convention:
one thinks irresistably of Chevy Chase laughing at Bedtime for Bonzo as he sits in his federal cubicle
in Spies Like Us. Here, as Ricky walks in on his father enjoying one of Reagan's army movies, the
same convention comes into play. But now the ideas that Reagan represented both in his presidency
and when he now appears in films seem even more out of touch than when he introduced them. It is

this illusory sense of social order that the Colonel, like Ethan, attempts to hold on to. But Ethan is
successful, and the colonel is just another homophobe, afraid of the desires he buries deep inside
himself.
These films are some of our most skillfully made works of art, featuring some of our most
talented and beloved actors, and their influence within American culture as a whole makes them
important. The Searchers is required viewing in film studies classes, and aficionados of the genre
consider it the "best" Western ever made. The Sheldon Levene character in Glengarry Glen Ross
created such a wellspring of pity in the general consciousness that the television show, "The Simpsons," created a character based on Levene for us all to laugh at on Sunday nights. American Beauty
is simply one of the best films ever to come out of Hollywood. Even more stunning is that it came
from Dreamworks, whose collaborators have never before displayed insight of this depth. These
films are either part or due to become part of our national language of images. They are also troubling: The Searchers, Glengarry Glen Ross, and American Beauty describe the American Experience
as male, and the American Dream as female, no matter what its manifestation. They belong to a tradition in American filmmaking which displays considerable anxiety over the nature of gender, land,
and the American Experience, and the American Dream. Each realizes the shifting nature of gender
and its direct relationship to the social climates both portrayed in the films and out of which they
themselves were created. In each of them, the American dream concerns land as a commodity and
requires its male protagonists to have a woman-whether through her body or her words-to realize
it. Though the definition of masculinity is itself in question, the American Experience is something
that men have, exclusively. Women are necessary, but only as a reflection of the hearts' desires of the
men around them. The patterns that repeat themselves throughout these films are the patterns of
objectification. The men are the actors in these stories, the women are acted upon. If the American
experience is for men, then what is there for women? If the stories we tell to console ourselves continue to follow the same logic, than how can we exhaust the apparently self-replenishing supply of
misogyny? Not one of these films was directed by a woman, nor are their primary characters women,
so I have excluded a significant point of view. However, for these patterns to repeat themselves
regardless of genre or decade demonstrates how deeply ingrained they are in our storytelling.
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tThe Editor would like to call to our readers' attention the recent publication of Cresset Art Editor
David Morgan's Protestants and Pictures: Religion, Visual Culture, and the Age of American Mass Production. Oxford University Press: New York, 1999. This book was the Winner of AAP (Assoc. of
American Publishers) Best Book for 1999 in the category of religion and philosophy.

tA number of readers have intimated that they have something to say on the "Why Be Lutheran in the
New Millenium?" question. To that end, the Editor welcomes brief comments on this subject, in
hopes of publishing a compendium of such comments in the Pentecost issue. Deadline is 19 April,
and a suggested word limit is between 150 and 300 words.
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You are invited to become a Cresset Associate

f

In a time when publications find that they must become increasingly partisan to maintain support,
The Cresset is uniquely multi-voiced, with its tradition of thoughtful, provocative reflection on issues
for people of faith. Like all good things, The Cresset needs the backing of people who believe in it, and
your help is needed to make sure that this unique journal survives and flourishes. If you are interested
in helping to ensure The Cresset's future with a gift for an endowment, please contact The Editor, or
the Department of Institutional Advancement at VU.

f

Occasionally, friends of the Cresset send checks that help us to manage extra-budgetary outlays.
(We have no "equipment line" for computers, for example, and when we must replace hardware, we
have relied on our Gift Account for funds.) This year, looking in our storage closet, we discover that we
have a number of copies of The Pilgrim and Christmas Garlands, anthologies of short pieces by 0. P.
Kretzmann. Both volumes were published by The Walther League and Concordia Publishing House;
The Pilgrim is a second edition from 1946, and Christmas Garlands is a first edition from 1950. For
any donation of $60 or more, we will mail you the book of your choice. For any gift of $100 or more,
it will be our pleasure to send both.
Address correspondence to the Editor:

The Cresset
Valparaiso University
Valparaiso IN 46383
(219) 464-5274 or 6809
or Gail.Eifrig@valpo.edu
FAX: 219-464-5511

The herald angels' song is an everlasting antiphony.. .It moves down the
centuries above, beneath, and in the earth from Christmas to Christmas to
Christmas .. .In it filone is hope before death and after death ... Their song
lives to the 2,0oot Christmas, to the 3,0ooth, and at length to the last
Christmas the world will see ... And on that final Christmas, as on the first, the
angels will know, as we must know now, that the heart which began to beat in
Bethlehem still beats in the world and for the world . . . And for us . . .
O.P. Kretzmann
The Pilgrim

Many years will pass before you understand Christmas.. .In fact,
you will never understand it completely... But you can always believe in
it, always ... The Child has come to keep us company... To tell us that
heaven is nearer than we had dared to think. .. To put the hope of eternity in our eyes . . .To tell us that the manger is never empty for those
who return to it. .. And you will find with Him, I know, a happiness
which you will never find alone ...
O.P. Kretzmann
Christmas Garlands

contrary thoughts on the millennium and the century

Robert Benne

Robert Benne,
faculty member at
Roanoke College,
has accepted the
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year of
Senior Fellow in the
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This millenium hullabaloo has been disquieting for me because so much of it seems to miss
the point. It interpret the millennium from the
wrong perspective. That is, the Christ event,
which defines the starting point of and the
framework of meaning for the ensuing 2000
years, seems to have dropped by the wayside. It's
as if we were starting from an arbitrary point
that has no context. This makes the whole thing
so wrong-headed. For example, when the National Geographic revealed its plans to do an account of the last two thousand years, I noticed
that there was scarcely mention of the event that
demarcates the 2000-year anniversary we are
observing. I wrote a letter of protest and received a polite response assuring me that they
would be covering the Christian meanings of the
millennium. As far as I can see, they haven't. In
England, the Christians had to fight with MacDonald's for space in the gargantuan Millennium Dome. Even the commentators on my favorite public affairs show, This Week With Cokie
Roberts and Sam Donaldson, disappointed me.
Cokie chose Thomas Jefferson as the man of the
millennium, Sam's substitute chose Gutenberg,
Bill Kristol designated Abraham Lincoln and
George Will elected Shakespeare. Even among
these thoughtful people, there seems little doubt
that Christian perspectives on the millennium
are weak.
I want to do my little part to correct that.
After all, a serious Christian believes that the
Christian faith is an account of reality that is
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comprehensive and true. It has to make sense out
of the world as best it can. What, then, does the
closing of an old millennium and century and
the opening of a new mean from a Christian
point of view? What are the crucial events and
persons of both the past millennium and the century? Thorough answers to those questions
would entail a set of volumes as large as
Toynbee's, but what are columns for, if not to
offer opinions in a brief and journalistic way?
Columnist fools rush in where scholars fear to
tread. Read the following as vast over-simplifications of what I take to be a true reading of a
thousand years of history in what we call the
West.
The most important events of the centuries
immediately following the first millennium had
to do with the evangelization of the European
lands. (The following will be shockingly Eurocentric since the destiny of Christianity was so
closely bound to the European cultures. This
will certainly not be the case in the next millennium.) Christianity continued to spread to new
lands and deepen in the lands already superficially Christianized. This process eventually led
to the high Middle Ages, the apex of Christendom in which politics, economics and culture
were profoundly shaped by Christian meanings.
Thomas Aquinas is perhaps the most important
symbolic figure here. His thought reflected and
defined Christendom, which was a powerful
synthesis of Christianity and classical civilization.

The Reformation led by Luther, Calvin and
Henry VIII (for other than religious reasons)
constitutes a next great chapter. However, neither the Reformation nor the parent Catholic
tradition would have survived without the defeat of the Muslim surge toward the West. The
world would be a far different place had that not
been repelled. Sadly enough, the unity of the
Western church was fractured after the unity of
the Western and Eastern church had already
been broken centuries earlier in 1054. The
breaking of Christendom into warring factions
was a traumatic event with whose destructive results we are still dealing. The universal Christian
vision was falsified by actual Christians killing
each other. But the Reformation also recovered
crucial Christian teachings that gave renewed vitality to the Christian movement in the West,
even as it moved around the world's wider borders, in connection with various forms of power.
Protestantism also set loose creative energies
that fueled the development of democracy, capitalism, science and technology. Certainly the
American experiment in religious libertyachieved in a Protestant land-deserves a millennium notice. But Christianity could not have
shaped those developments alone.
The Enlightenment took Christian ideas
and put them into force in a way that Christendom couldn't. It took the notion of the dignity of the individual, which Glen Tinder calls
the "spiritual center of Western politics," and
embedded it in democratic political practice
with a growing attention to universal human
rights. It fashioned a liberal economic and social
order that has produced dramatic economic
growth and relative social peace and justice. The
Enlightenment's support of reason and science
also resulted in gigantic advances in knowledge
and technology. But the Enlightenment also
claimed too much for reason and science. The
elite sectors of the West gave up a faith in the
Christian intellectual and moral heritage for a
confidence in autonomous human reason and
will that has proved to be illusory. Without the
accumulated Christian religious and moral capital upon which it was dependent, the Enlightenment proved to have weak foundations.
The Enlightenment finally could not replace the Christian mythos with a satisfying alternative. The disenchanted and meaningless

world toward which it tended could not be tolerated. The great nineteenth century hereticsNietzsche, Marx and Freud-elaborated alternative visions that rejected both Christianity and
the Enlightenment. These alternatives were to
bear evil fruit in the twentieth century, to which
we will turn in a moment. Before we do, though,
an important irony should be noted. Just as the
elite of the West were turning away from Christianity for other ideologies, the Christian
churches were sponsoring missionary movements in the nineteenth century that will alter
the face of Christianity and the world in the
twenty-first.
The twentieth century opened with World
War I, which finally destroyed the vestiges of a
Christendom that were borne by a dying and
decadent Christian aristocracy. Neither Christianity nor the Enlightenment could prevent
Christians from again killing each other. That
cataclysm opened the door for the alternative visions to emerge with murderous fury. The Nietszcheian will-to-power led to a Fascism that resulted in World War II and the Holocaust. Roosevelt and Churchill were the heroes here, facing
down Hitler. The Marxian vision of redemptive
revolution led to the catastrophe of MarxistLeninism, which in 1989 finally came to an end
as a viable alternative after the loss of millions of
lives. Reagan and Pope John Paul II were the heroes here, with a good bit of (presumably) unintended help from Gorbachev. Together these
two anti-Christian movements made the twentieth century the bloodiest of all centuries. The
"advanced" world did not do so well without
God. Providentially, the Cold War did not break
into a nuclear conflagration. Meanwhile,
Freudianism provided a palliative for the soulsick upper middle classes of the West, but it too
has been found spurious.
Now we are in the first few weeks of the
new millennium. Christendom is gone after
having demonstrated that Christianity and political power do not mix. Nevertheless, Christianity stands as the only substantive vision of
the West. Fascism, Marxism and Freudianism,
the putative grave-diggers of Christianity, are
dead or dying. Other twentieth century movements have arisen along with the age-old temptations of nationalism. Feminism, multiculturalism and ecologism can become either correc-

tives to that Christian vision or its competitors.
If the latter, I suspect they could lead in disturbing directions.
The Christian movement, which I believe
bears the true account of life on earth, exists
now in a Western world that is enormously
wealthy and free, at least in an external sense.
Science and technology promise even more
wonders, some of which may undermine our
very humanity. Our wealth, external freedom,
science and technology need guidance by a true
vision of human flourishing. Secular humanism
seems too directionless and powerless to give
guidance. If Christianity doesn't give that direction the whole system could collapse into a cauldron of chaotic pluralism. Meanwhile, resurgent
Islam and Hinduism, along with a troubled
Russia and a rising China, offer plenty of external threats to a West with a strong body but
confused mind.
The Christian challenge for the new century and millennium is to transmit its tradition
to a new generation that is bombarded with de-

ficient or degraded ways of life. Rampant individualism in either its expressive or utilitarian
guises seductively beckons the young. Growing
individualism has played havoc with both living
religious traditions and civil society. Everyone
makes up their own vision of life and plays loose
with authoritative traditions that claim to be
more than individual preference. Since unencumbered selves don't use their freedom wisely,
the state expands to regulate and order their
lives. The West is dependent upon a renewed
Christianity to order its liberty and affluence.
But only the strongest and most cohesive Christian churches will be able to provide the
meaning, discipline and inspiration for the challenge ahead.
Can we see the hand of God in these twists
and turns of the past millennium and century?
Only through a glass darkly. But we can be confident that God has entrusted the church with
the Word of life to which we are called to be
faithful, not necessarily omniscient or successful.
He has brought us thus far. f

THE SPIRIT OF FAITH
I thought dew came up from the earth at night,
a tidemark set to foil the bully sun,
the water would rise until it reached the ground
and forced the floating worms to robins' beaks.
I saw the broken-headlight moon skip all the clouds
to light upon the rich and cooling sogginess;
I was one of Ptolemy's well placed students
walking around him as he parsed the world;
how, like water, his plan made clear and plain
why in daylight we look out and up
and why in darkness we look everywhere.

Daniel J. Langton
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of beginnings

Arvid Sponberg

Events around me, not surprisingly, have
turned my thoughts to beginnings.
the civil rights movement
We observe Martin Luther King Day on
campus. Our keynote speaker this year was the
Reverend Dr. Jeremiah A. Wright, Senior Pastor
of Trinity United Church of Christ from the
south side of Chicago. Typically, the keynote
speaker also addresses the prayer breakfast.
Rev. Wright used the early occasion to teach
most and remind us of a few of the less-wellknown facts about the church which produced
Martin Luther King, Jr. Along the way, his
digressiveness instructed and delighted.
Point: Martin Luther King's church in
Atlanta was not a Gospel-singing church.
Point: The Gospel Choir of Howard University was not formed until one month after Dr.
King's assassination.
Point: Gospel singing was out of fashion
between 1865 and1965, a period Rev. Wright
refers to as "The Hundred.Years' War" between
the black churches of the south and the north.
Lesson: In the 19th century, the split
between the black churches of the south and
north was profound. Free blacks in the north
were widely employed as household servants by
white, protestant families. On Sundays, they
accompanied their employers to church and
there imbibed the liturgies and hymns of
Methodism, Presbyterianism, Episcopalianism,
Lutheranism, Baptism.
By contrast, slavery in the south was
largely an agrarian phenomenon. Plantation
owners did not take slaves with them to church.
Slaves were allowed-required-to build their
own churches on the plantation. Slaves were
illiterate. Bulletins and orders of service were
not needed.
After the Civil War, missionary teams from

the northern churches traveled south to teach
slaves to read and write, to open schools and colleges. The newly-freed Christians were "acculturated" to European-ized form of Christianity.
Gospel singing was out; Bach was in, except for
those Gospel songs deemed worthing of being
transformed into "negro spirituals", work done
mainly by white adapters with European-style
musical educations. "Pure" Gospel singing survived only in fundamentalist and pentecostal
southern churches until the time of the Civil
Rights movement, when Gospel tunes, with new
words, passed into general awareness.
Point: Some of those songs, Martin Luther
King, Jr. learned right along with the rest of us
because Ebenezer Baptist Church was not a
Gospel-singing church.
Point: In fact, Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
name was not originally Martin Luther. It was
Michael, as was his father's. But in the 1930s,
Father King returned from a visit to Germany
and announced to the congregation that henceforward both he and his son would be called
"Martin Luther" King.
Amen.

Gus Sponberg
professes writing
and literature as a
member ofVU's
Department

Athens and Jerusalem
When I first came to Valparaiso University
in 1972, one of the first articles I read by a VU
author was a meditation by John Strietelmeier,
VU historian and editor of The Cresset, on the
theme of Athens and Jerusalem. This theme has
recurred consistently over the years. O.P. Kretzmann, of course, sounded its depths during his
long and fruitful tenure as president and chancellor of VU. Presidents Huegli, Schnabel, and
Harre have followed O.P.'s example in this

of English.
He regularly writes
this column for

The Cresset.

l
respect while, of course, steering courses
through waters uncharted in O.P.'s time. In
Exiles from Eden, Mark Schwehn, Dean of
Christ College, eschews the trope in his preface,
but implies the realities behind it when he wrote,
"I resigned my position at the University of
Chicago ... and accepted an appointment in the
honors college of Valparaiso University.... Valparaiso is a church related university, and
Chicago is not. Valparaiso therefore strives to
keep certain questions alive, such as questions
about the relationship between religious faith
and the pursuit of truth ... " (p. viii) And now, as
VU begins to celebrate it's 75th anniversary
under Lutheran auspices, a series of lectures will
visit the ancient cities once again. Here's the
lineup:
George Weigel: Taking Rome Seriously
Robert Kolb: Taking Wittenberg Seriously
Elizabeth Fox-Genovese: Taking Athens Seriously
Henry F. Schaefer III: Taking Los Alamos Seriously
Jean Bethke Elshtain:
Taking Washington, D.C. Seriously

How apropos, then, that a former VU professor, Jaroslav Pelikan, should furthur burnish
his radiant bibliography with a new title, What
Has Athens to Do With Jerusalem? Through a
detailed analysis of vocabulary, grammar, and
logic, Professor Pelikan examines the questions
posed to Genesis by Plato's Timaeus. At stake is
the authority of any cosmogony because, as
Pelikan writes, " ... the two cosmogonies differed fundamentally in the way they presented
the authority of their truth claims and in the selfconsciousness with which they did so." ( 26). I
haven't finished reading the book yet, so I can't
tip off the ending, but I can assure you, as a theatre scholar, that witnessing the creation of the
creation stories through Pelikan's eyes makes
compelling drama.
a new library
Becoming conscious of how you present
the authority of your truth claims pretty concisely defines a mission of higher education that
is second to none. How we, as faculty, cultivate
that consciousness in our students is a theme that
tacitly shapes almost every discussion and decision about curriculum, staff, and budget. Those
discussions and decisions, in turn, assume an
environment that, as a condition of its existence,
provides convenient access to any published artifact from any era in any locality. The primary
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conduit of such access for faculty and students
has been, is, and always will be a library.
As part of its current campaign, Three
Goals: One Promise, Valparaiso University is
raising thirty million dollars to build and endow
a new "library and information resource center."
Such campaigns are common among universities, but they always constitute a great challenge,
not least because the number of demands upon
each of us to contribute to charitable causes
increases hourly. In the case of this campaign,
however, the natural reluctance of some donors,
I have it on good authority, has been augmented
by bewilderment peculiar to our age: Why, campaigners are asked, why put dollars into bricks
and mortar to house books? Isn't everything you
need available through the Internet, or soon to
be?
What a poor job we do of communicating
the realities of our lives in the universities to
those outside it, even to those who have the
strongest interests in our success. No doubt
some categories of printed material that we have
customarily found on shelves will, in the near
future, exist only in digital format, and not only
will no scholarship suffer from this fact, much
will improve because of it. Equally certain,
though, is the fact that the proper study of and
convenient access to many other categories of
material-manuscripts, maps, and musical
scores, to name only three-will continue to
require familiar modes of storage. Indeed, the
digital revolution will make possible the allocation of more accesssible space to such materials,
enriching teaching and learning. More important than the issue of storage, however, is the
issue of expertise in evaluating, accessing, and
acquiring both printed and digital material. A
bearer of such expertise traditionally has been
called a "librarian" but soon, no doubt, will be
called an "information resource specialist"thereby becoming a new kind of I.R.S. agent.
Where and how they should do their jobs are
problems that cannot be assigned to the appendices of a university's strategic plan.
The new era requires not the abandonment
of bricks and mortar, but the creation of buildings that encourage faculty, students, and librarians to integrate printed and digital resources. A
library is to a professor what a courtroom is to a
lawyer or an operating room is to a surgeon. It is
the primary locale for working with othersboth present and past-to test truth claims.
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verse and vehicle

Charles Vandersee

Dear Editor:
I remember exactly where it occurred, the
notion that driving a good car is like reading a
good poem. It was last November on the
sweeping curve (not a tight nervous cloverleaf)
where Interstate 81, southbound in the Shenandoah Valley, merges you into Interstate 64 eastbound over the Blue Ridge. You hardly have to
reduce speed.
Addicted to both poems and driving, I
should have seen the similarity long ago, except
for distrusting easy analogies. Surely reading a
poem could be like any number of thingseating a durian, or Web surfing, or rappelling.
Handbooks will surely emerge-Micro brewing a
Poem, Poetry as Reconstructive Surgery.
As for driving, which is the subject here,
not poetry, on that afternoon in November it
suddenly seemed clear why, on 1-81, though I
kept a steady conservative 72, other drivers were
always overtaking. Of course: They're using
cruise control, set at 73. Inevitable creep.
This explanation hadn't occurred earlier,
since I never use cruise control, which sounds
absurd, since cruise control is not like a limitededition beer, to be dispensed frugally. It's some
sort of mechanism presumably (not hydraulic or
magic), which you should use, since you paid for
it. My current vehicle is a Ford Escort bought off
the lot two years ago, equipped with cruise control and remote door unlock. Neither option
would I have added; they already were there on
the car that otherwise suited perfectly. My destination was Vancouver, via New Mexico and Colorado and Idaho, from Dogwood in central Virginia, and back through Montana and Nebraska.
Accelerating out of the 1-64 curve, I
thought how odd it was that on that summer trip
I hadn't once used cruise control, even on the
long stretch of 1-90 in between Missoula and

Billings. Montana at that time had no speed limit
(it now does), but everybody was keeping to 80,
as if by common consent this was the right pace,
rather than, say, 120. I didn't even know how to
activate cruise control; to learn, I'd have had to
pull into a rest area and consult the operator's
manual.
The satisfaction of travel by car in Montana, and most places, is the sensation of making
progress, going forward, while not quite sure
mile by mile, what lies ahead, though experience
with maps and roads makes major surprises unlikely. Same with reading a good poem. The
clouds that November day in Virginia became
fog in places (it was the day after a lowering
Thanksgiving), and on the crest of the Blue
Ridge everyone was adjusting speed accordingly.
This stretch is noted for horrendous pileups in
fog, but that day we were all righteous, as if
thankful for life, and ready for more of it.
It was foggy on the Blue Ridge at 10 a.m.
as I went west, and again at 4 p.m. homeward.
Truckers and ordinary mortals were behaving as
if reading new poems very carefully-making
whatever adjustments seemed necessary instant
by instant, in deference to conditions. I remembered my father's number-one principle when
teaching me to drive on Indiana country roads:
Keep looking in front of you. The newest pothole, wrecking your alignment, won't be visible
in the rear-view mirror.
I had been at the big book fair in the
Shenandoah Valley, a regionally famous outlet
in a huge rocky pasture (literally), offering an
array of recent books at a fraction of list pricebooks with slightly torn dust jackets, or publishers' overstocks. Their ads claim SOOK books
for sale. A crowd was there. My really cheap
purchase was a tiny volume of poetry, The Essential Gerard Manley Hopkins, bought not for
myself, since I don't care much for Hopkins, but

Alumnus Charles
Vandersee, at the
University of
Virginia, hopes
finally to make
his first trip to
Rome during
spring break.

for the Sunday morning class at St. Mark. Did
this book start me thinking about poetry, making
the smooth arc from I-81 to I-64? The leader of
the class had wanted to use "God's Grandeur"
(we were considering spirituality), and though
I'd printed the poem off from the Web, here now
was a whole book of this Jesuit's labored lyrics:
a $2 tax deduction.
The process of reading a poem as if it's a
trip (some say it is a trip) involves the sense of
making definite progress, and not ruining the
poet's alignment, while conforming to special
conditions. Special conditions when driving include not only fog and other drivers, but sudden
rough stretches, and sometimes too many signs.
In a poem a special condition could be an unfamiliar word, an allusion signifying something,
or a convoluted sentence, fog-producing, all of
which you calmly try to deal with on the basis of
past training, not responding mechanically or
summoning magic.
Out driving, when you encounter a sudden
blockage, it's like the polylingual Ezra Pound
looming. Or one of the Language Poets-you
adjust pace and method radically, possibly even
change direction. Rather than gaze at what looks
like the wreckage of a dictionary, you remove
yourself and take a different road. Often though
this is only faux wreckage, being instead an
arrangement of words and phrases according to
occult principles: in the case of inscrutable Language Poets, resistance to two tiresomenesses,
cognition and emotion: If we could just get rid
of explanations and feelings, what purgation!
What a strangely new open road ahead! Adjust
your mind to that sensation, and as you proceed
let each detail (each discrete word or phrase or
line) be simply a detail, not a sign with meaning
or a summons to feel something.
Another special condition might be a
myth, in the sense of a large famous patterned
happening-Odysseus sallying forth and coming
home. These often underlie poems. Sometimes
genre shapes reactions: a freeway is not a
country road, not a cul-de-sac, not a tunnel
where you shouldn't change lanes. As an ode is
not an elegy, not an aubade (a lover's regretful
dawn poem), not a ballad.
Possibly the best part of driving, of
reading, is seeing new territory the only way it
really can be seen effectively, from the outside.
To see from the inside you would have to have
been on the construction crew, the dynamiter
who crunched the rocks, altering the landscape,
a person of terrifying violence toward material,
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like Emily Dickinson. Or an insider would be the
inhabitant, the Montana rancher who every day
surveys his barbed wire and the long horizon. Insidership means expert but narrow residency in
one place, while the admirable purpose of cars
and poems is rather the opposite.
That is, in your comfortable vehicle, at a
moderate and expectant pace, you relish not
being stuck in one place, but also not being so
unstuck as to be disconnected. Going any slower
would be like maneuvering a Caterpillar, deadened by the noise and fumes. Going faster, in the
sky racking up frequent-flyer miles, you're covering vast territory and watching the lay of the
land, but unable to see the billboards and cattle.
At the desirable pace, 55 to 80, you're breathing
air unpressurized and untoxic. "Erratic Mercurys and errant Cavaliers wander the highways," says poet Galway Kinnell, placing the
motorist, as you knew you belonged, in either
myth (Mere) or history (Cav), rather than getting ripped apart on a rusty fence.
These billboards, giant turbulent rectangles, and these cattle, lumbering pinatas practically bursting with tasty mahogany-colored
ribs-they themselves make driving worth
while. At the sight of a good billboard I'm willing
to slow down to a legal 65, and if it points to a
winery with a lunchroom, and it's one o'clock in
the afternoon, and only Wendy 's with square
meat patties had seemed likely, then of course
the day is made. The day is made into a poem,
you might say.
I remember such a day/poem on the West
coast trip, in southern Idaho. What appeared
was the Carmela winery situated near the town
of Glenns Ferry on the Snake River just at Three
Islands crossing (now a state park), where people
on the Oregon Traill50 years ago found they
could finally ford the river. I almost bought a
Carmela T-shirt after local wine with lunch, the
site being so fortuitous and lyrical.
In retrospect, that sort of unplanned, unforeseen stop is like certain places in poems. For
example, early in "God's Grandeur" you feel a
little anxious, because surely you're not seeing
what you're seeing. Is that billboard really for a
winery and gourmet eats? Idaho raises grapes?
Is that tinfoil in this God poem? "The world is
charged with the grandeur of God. I It will flame
out, like shining from shook foil."
Driving along a poem, you don't always
have a historical marker to consult, or (properly)
you don't want to stop, losing momentum and
that good lyrical feel of the road. But there are

all those travel brochures at your next stop,
which for a poem means convenient information
in books. "I mean foil in its sense of leaf or
tinsel," explained Hopkins, in a letter of 1883,
"and no other word whatever will give the effect
I want. Shaken goldfoil gives off broad glares
like sheet lightning and also, and this is true of
nothing else, owing to its zigzag dints and creasings and network of small many cornered facets,
a sort of fork lightning too."
Don't trust all those brochures, by the way,
since two different sources at hand misquote,
giving God "crossings" instead of "creasings." It
took effort to get it right; I had to pull down the
reliable Oxford edition of Hopkins' Poems, as in
reaching the Carmela winery I followed two
miles of secondary roads among fields and vines,
to the little restaurant on its hillside overlooking
the river valley.
However, as I further thought about it,
that day last November, fog but no lightning, the
analogy between driving a highway and reading
a poem seemed not so adequate, though for a
while it brightened the stretch. The analogy
broke down with cruise control. You would not
be reading any poem at a rigidly steady fast pace.
On the other hand, you would not be driving that way either, unless your foot was in a
cast. You want the feel of the road, without intervention of some mechanism or magic. Maybe
nobody uses cruise control; it's there, like
someone's smooth paraphrase of a poem, but
placidly hostile to one's self-respect. Reading a
poem, you don't want your mind in a cast, since
it's already constrained not only by myths and
genres but by the many conventions a poet is apt
to draw on. Three conventions at the very least,
in whatever poem you're looking at: title (except for the violent Miss D.), flush left margin,
and stanza breaks, even if it lacks rhyme, meter,
and sound effects.
So the similarities do add up, as already
specified. To be a reader or a motorist is immediately to be a mythic figure, embarked on an
adventure, but subject to contingencies, on a
route already worn. Even if you pick up a magazine and read a really new poem, one not yet in
a book, this poem has been previously written,
revised, chosen, proofread, and published.
Somebody has done work; it's a gravel road in a
new subdivision, well graded, with pipes and
wires already underneath. And the reading

process, each time you follow the same poem, is
a bit different each time, like the twice-yearly
trip to the book fair. The California naturalist
John Muir is supposed to have advised that if
you want to see new things, you should take the
same route you took yesterday.
So the thing to do with this particular
analogy is merely let it register. It might be a billboard to pay attention to, or just an incognizable
and unsucculent chunk of roadkill. You could try
it out on people: True or false, driving a good
car in Montana before the speed limit is like
reading a good poem. One town in the cattle
country of Montana put up an I-90 billboard
heralding its annual "Testicle Festival," with the
slogan "Have a ball!" Try that out on people: Is
that kind of billboard something like a particularly improbable moment in a poem? "God's
Grandeur," for example, has in it "the ooze of
oil I Crushed." God is foil, and God is oil. "Oil
is a form of waiting," says Kinnell, in his poem
"Driving West."
Or ask: Why are people scared of poems,
but unreasonably confident and competent out
on the open road? Or: When you get to the end
of a good poem, why (pace Gertrude Stein) is
there always a there there, a wholeness and areward, whereas in a car it's sometimes only a disinfected motel or your predictable family?
"It's 2050, and one quintessential American passion has withstood the test of time: we
like to drive." Thus the Newsweek Guide to the
21st Century Uan. 1 issue). This sounds like
good news for the survival of poetry, except that
driving in the future becomes more automated.
That cruise-control phenomenon. Sensors communicate with electronic devices in the highway,
safeguarding the driver and reducing the need
for decisions. Instead of a BMW, you're in a
Barcalounger.
The poetry of the future, in driving and
reading, may therefore be a matter of finding secret roads, among grazing pastures and book
pastures in changing seasons, avoiding marts and
malls. And thus of course securing always
"things counter, original, spare, strange," as
Hopkins puts it, secretly ever more desperately
craved.
From Dogwood, yours faithfully,

c.v.

LOT'S WIFE LOOKS BACK
It's hard to live in tents, in caves, to follow oases and
flocks and a difficult God, whose love is as
demanding as it is deep. He takes you as-is
-that's true- but will not settle for shared space on the mantel.
Finally all the monotone months of sand and camels
ended at Sodom, a city with its own well,
other women, dinner parties, rare goods to sell.
I cried as I hung curtains and uncrated my china.
So the ways of these men were different? Nobody's perfect.
Live and let live. Judge not, lest ... Keep to your own bed.
Lot never went out past dark. "Common sense," he said.
I could abide perversions for the sake of silk merchants.
You see? I didn't want escape. I was dragged toward it
by the pair of strangers -Lot called them angels- whose
faces shone despite the business ahead. Their news
came straight from God's mouth -news about our town. It wasn't good.
They never implicitly stated, "Don't look back." It was
implied in their haste, the uncompromising grip
of their hands, the forward-bent necks. Our unplanned trip
into the darkness left no time for packing, for farewells.
My looking back was no mere glance. I stared, numb with longing,
watched dreams incinerate as bright-forked judgement flashed .
Here my divided heart was singed to salt-white ash,
too mad, too heavy with the memory of home, to move.
I will remain, a study in desire's pathology:
knowing the truth and wanting the lie anyway.
Wanting not to want it. Wanting to get away
with wanting it. Watching the wanting obliterate me.

Heath Davis Havlick
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Marius, Richard. Martin Luther:
The Christian Between God and
Death. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999, 542 pp.
What William Bouwsma did
for students of John Calvin in 1988,
Richard Marius has now accomplished for students of Martin
Luther. Bouwsma's John Calvin: A
Sixteenth Century Portrait offered
the reader a deeply historicized
Calvin, with the tensions between
the medieval and modern periods
balanced precariously in Calvin's
religious thought. Those tensions,
Bouwsma argued, gave rise to
Calvin's anxiety. Calvin was, he
claimed, "singularly anxious," a
"fearful and troubled man" whose
inner demons found expression in
singularly intensified versions of
the traditional medieval fear of
death, a guilty conscience, and fear
of the final judgment. Bouwsma's
biography was thus built on the
professional historian's amateur
psychological diagnosis, one which
left his subject suspended between
the "abyss" and the "labyrinth,"
between, on the one hand, a fear of
disintegration and nothingness,
and, on the other hand, the crush of
alienation from God. The result
was a considerably less heroic
Calvin, but one with whom modern
readers, as heirs to the very anxieties from which the French
Reformer
suffered,
could
empathize, a man who was, in the
words of an old country & western
tune, "more to be pitied than
scolded."
Similarly, the volume at hand,
the author's second Luther study,
seeks to situate Luther historically
in the culture of late Renaissance
Europe and to compress into the

sometimes-shrill voice of this angry
young friar not only Luther's own
inner demons, but also some of the
deepest tensions of his age.
Marius's text is lengthy, sometimes
profound, often irreverent, treating
Luther's life from his birth up
through the debate with Erasmus in
1525 with energy and remarkable
creativity. The result, as in the case
of Bouwsma's Portrait, is to situate
Luther's thought in the emergence
of the modern western religious
consciOusness.
As the title indicates, the
author's central argument has to do
with the common human fear of
death and Luther 's peculiar reaction to it. Be that as it may, the title
will sound remarkably familiar, if
not redundant, given the appearance in English just ten years ago of
Heiko A. Oberman's Luther: Man
Between God and the Devil (Yale,
1989). Marius doesn't say so, but
the reader familiar with both these
volumes will be tempted to conclude that he chose his title as a way
of indicating that he was taking
Oberman's work to certain logical
and historical conclusions which
Oberman himself had been
unwilling to make. Judging by the
tone and tenor of Oberman's
review of the book in The New
Republic, however, it is certain that
he would take issue with Marius on
that point. Of Oberman's review,
more later.
In terms of his writing style and
familiarity with the sources, Marius
is a fine biographer, one who has
mastered Luther and his times,
describing both with a felicitous
prose style reflective of his lifelong
vocation as a writer. The first five
chapters of the book set the stage
for what follows by means of a

wide-ranging introduction to
Luther's perplexing age, and a
careful presentation of the facts of
the young Luther's family history,
education and the like, proceeding
through his first few years as an
Augustinian Hermit. Here Marius
demonstrates an admirable flair for
generalization, particularly with
regard to the shape of late medieval
theology.
On occasion, however, one
finds his two- or three-sentence
descriptions of matters medieval
profoundly wrongheaded. In a revelatory one-paragraph introduction
of Augustine of Hippo, for
example, Marius writes:
Augustine (354-430) was one of
the most fanatical, superstitious,
and ugly-tempered men in the
history of Christianity, a barbarous influence on Western civilization, the worthy recipient of
Edward Gibbon's scorn. He has
always been the hero of those
who condemn human nature for
its wickedness, extol God as the
arbiter of the universe, and find
the life of the senses not only
wicked but distasteful. His passion for God and the Catholic
Church was intense in proportion to his fear of death and
meaninglessness (4 7).

Significantly, Marius here pillories
Augustine for precisely the same
faults he later finds in the young
Luther. Both men, on his reading,
were guilty of responding to the
universal human fear of death and
meaninglessness with a shrill and
oft-times violent passion for God
and the church.
Such passages are revelatory, I
think, in the sense that they tell us
much more about the writer than
about his subject. Few if any
responsible Augustine scholars

would find such a terse and severe
judgment of the Bishop of Hippo
even marginally acceptable. Not to
put too fine a point on it, but
Augustine in fact did not "condemn
human nature for its wickedness,"
and he did not "find the life of the
senses distasteful." Inclined as
Augustine was to emphasize the
spiritual life over the worldly, he
did so, as Peter Brown's magisterial
Augustine of Hippo has so convincingly demonstrated, in recognition
that the penultimate goods of this
life have the power to distract us
away from the love of God, who is
himself alone our highest good.
Compacted into Marius's description, then, is everything about the
author, and nearly nothing, at least
nothing very accurate, about
Augustine. Perhaps Marius felt that
a measure of hyperbole was necessary in order to counterbalance the
lionizing of Augustine traditional
both in Roman Catholic and in
Protestant circles. But if his point is
simply to cut Augustine down to
size, then he could easily have done
so in a manner which at least
seemed more evenhanded.
In the twenty-two chapters
which follow, Marius leads the
reader through the young Luther's
life and thought by means of a
series of impressionistic studies of
some of his most important writings and controversies up to 15 25;
hence, the proliferation of chapters. These chapters include among
other things, a careful if not terribly
original assessment of the problem
of dating the young Luther's socalled "evangelical breakthrough,"
the indulgence controversy, the
Leipzig debate between Luther and
John Eck, Luther's appearance at
Worms, his exile at the Wartburg,
his translation of the New Testament, Luther and the Jews, the
Peasants' War, Luther's marriage,
and the debate with Erasmus. A
final chapter offers an epilogue
treating Luther from 1526 until his
death in 1546 .
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One would understate the case
considerably simply to observe that
Marius finds the young Luther a
less than admirable character. The
Reformation, he argues, was a disaster for western civilization, one
which brought in its train devastating wars of religion. Underneath
the willingness to kill in the name
of religion Marius finds not an
intense certainty about God, but
paralyzing doubt: skepticism.
When set in the context of Luther's
radical fear of death and nothingness, he argues, it was doubt that
paved the way for the Reformation.
Thus, Luther's theological development is to be seen in the broader
context of Renaissance skepticism.
Likewise, the verbosity and redundancy of the Reformer's tracts and
treatises is to be explained by
Luther's struggle with doubt, for on
Marius's account it was by means of
such repetltlon that Luther
attempted to still the doubts in his
own heart. Moreover, he claims,
Luther's fear of death was focused
not on the eternal sufferings of hell,
but on the annihilation of the soul.
That point is pressed throughout
the text with a regularity that borders on the tendentious.
Be that as it may, Marius's
sometimes tortured but always
interesting attempts to situate
Luther at the forefront of the development of the modern western religious consciousness, particularly
western skepticism, have the effect
of magnifying the Reformer's influence. In other words, Marius's
Luther is a man whose bellicose
response to the crisis of certainty
set the pattern for generations of
Protestants to come. Given the
tenor of many of the young
Luther's writings, there is much
evidence available to bolster such
claims.
Marius's antipathy for his protagonist notwithstanding, he does
show remarkable creativity in
unpacking Luther's early career.

Most frequently that creativity
manifests itself in an attempt to
read between the lines of Luther's
writings and somehow divine there
Luther's real interests and motivations. Such an imaginative exercise
is bound to yield interesting results,
even if those results will likely be
insufficiently grounded in the facts
of history to convince many historians. In Marius's treatment of
Luther's appearance before the
Diet of Worms in 1521, for
example, he works hard to determine Luther's state of mind, suggesting that Luther was much less
than a hero at Worms, and was
instead terrified of death and
attempting all the while to scheme
his way out of the mess. Neither of
those suggestions seem to me to
exclude the possibility Luther's
bold stand at Worms was indeed
courageous and even heroic. And
interesting as such speculations may
be, they often seem to tell us more
certainly about Marius's own imagination than about Luther's state of
mind.
Martin Luther is intellectual
history of the variety that takes
thorough account of Luther's cultural milieu. Such accounting leads
quite naturally, on one level at least,
to a more modest assessment of
Luther's originality, and therefore
of his significance as well.
Unpacking the densely rhetorical
letter to Pope Leo X with which
Luther prefaced his tract on Christian freedom in 1525, for example,
Marius deftly unmasks traditional
rhetorical strategy, thereby minimizing Luther's originality. Luther
wrote as if he thought Leo innocent, the victim of unfaithful counselors among the curia at Rome.
"The attack on evil counselors was
standard in medieval rebellions,"
Marius observes. "The rebels
seldom attacked the king himself
. . . .So Luther here." However
fresh and original such rhetorical
strategies might appear to Luther's
admirers, Marius exposes them, in

a manner reminiscent of Christopher Hill's work on religion in early
modern English history, as the stock
in trade of every rebellious soul in
the later Middle Ages.
Martin Luther leaves his biographers notoriously little room for
neutrality. The encounter with
Luther in all his rage and outrageousness necessarily forces the
biographer-especially when she or
he is a Christian-to take sides with
regard to all manner of issues, and
Marius is no exception. In his treatment of the debate between Luther
and Erasmus over the freedom of
the human will with regard to matters pertaining to salvation, for
example, Marius announces his
preference for Erasmus's position.
Indeed, throughout the text,
Erasmus appears as the voice of
moderation whose advice, if taken,
might have led to an outcome much
to be preferred to Luther's own victory. Regarding the papacy's handling of the "Luther affair" at the
Diet of Worms in 1521, for
example, Marius writes:
[According to Erasmus] the right
thing would be a moderate
course, to sift out the good from
the bad in Luther, and to seek
reforms that would rally the
church again to unity. Erasmus's
advice might have saved Europe
from over a century of religious
wars and the habit of demonizing
the foe (279).

Apparently, Marius identifies with
the cool rationality of Erasmus and
finds puzzling, if not downright
repulsive, Luther's white hot fervor
for the gospel as he understood it.
Ironies abound in Marius's
treatment of Luther. As noted
above, his own verbosity parallels
interestingly that of Luther. Moreover, Marius's determination to
penetrate his subject's psyche in
order truly to understand Luther
impresses at least this reader as
reminiscent of the manner in which
Luther himself, armed with the certainty that the biblical saints (par-

ticularly those of the Old Testament) acted as he did in regard to
matters of faith, endeavored
mightily to unpack their own psyches, leaving us some of the most
interesting, if somewhat less plausible, readings of the Old Testament
in the history of western Christian
exegesis. Marius's occasionally
shrill tone seems likewise to parallel
the shrill and angry voice of the
young Luther, as when, for
example, he speculates that Katherina von Bora was both unattractive
and "crotchety." And his tendency
not to be particularly charitable to
persons with whom he disagrees,
though it does not nearly match the
intensity of Luther's own ad
hominem attacks on his opponents,
marks yet another ironic convergence. Now long dead, the "fat old
doctor," as the old man Luther
liked to describe himself, may have
had the last laugh yet again.
In his review of this book,
Heiko Oberman charged Marius
with the historian's sin of "presentism," of lacking, in other words, a
proper historical distance from his
subject, being unwilling to take
Luther on his own terms. For
Oberman, Marius's biography
imposes Marius's own religious
consciousness on Luther, and then
summarily judges Luther negatively
for having dealt with his own crisis
of faith differently than did Marius
himself. Perhaps Oberman knew
enough about Marius to make a
judgment like that; I do not. And I
think doubt and certainty were real
problems for Martin Luther,
though Marius has probably overplayed their significance, as he
overplayed Luther's fear of death.
Still, Marius is to be commended
for raising these issues. Wrongheaded as the book may sometimes
be, it still makes an important contribution.
Among available biographies
on Luther, where does this one fit?
My own favorite-which comes,
not surprisingly, from an author

much more sympathetic with the
man and his cause-is still Harry
Haile's Luther: An Experiment in
Biography (Doubleday, 1978), a
text constructed in large measure
from letters, and one which emphasizes the elder Luther. Oberman's
biography, mentioned above,
remains the most subtle and
provocative treatment of Luther's
thought. And one can still benefit
from the admiring work of Roland
Bainton entitled simply Here I
Stand.
Marius's Martin Luther, on the
other hand, stands as a sober
warning against the attempt to
transplant Luther into the modern
era wholesale-what some have
labeled
the
"Luther
and"
approach-as if his religious
thought could provide all the
answers to the challenges of
modern pluralism. It is a book
which can be read profitably, particularly by Lutherans, because it
lacks any element of hero worship,
something which could not be said
of many other Protestant biographies of Luther. As the book's back
flap declares, Marius situates
Luther at the forefront of the development of the religious consciousness of the modern west, seemingly
making him closer to us in the
process. Perhaps so. But in Marius's
skilled hands Luther simultaneously becomes an anti-hero, and the
late modern reader is alienated
from him in the process.
a postscript
My
ambivalence
about
reviewing this book was heightened
when on this, the first Sunday in
Advent, just a few words into my
effort, I received news of the
author's death on November 5,
1999. Richard Curry Marius, I read
in the online version of The Harvard Gazette, died of pancreatic
cancer at the age of 66, only a few
short months after the appearance
of this intriguing biography. Initially, my aforementioned ambiva-

lence stemmed solely from my own
frequent
disagreement
with
Marius's interpretation of Martin
Luther. The news of his passing did
nothing to mitigate that disagreement. But it served as a salutary
reminder that we all labor sub
specie aeternitatis, and that however much we may disagree about a
man like Martin Luther, those of us
who devote our lives to the study of
the history of Christianity share
common interests which unite us
with bonds far too strong to be
broken even by the occasionally
fierce battles of interpretation
which necessarily animate our discipline as the means by which scholarship is advanced.

Richard Marius was, since
1978, a teacher of English at Harvard University, and served until his
retirement last year as the director
of that prestigious institution's
Expository Writing Program. A
Baptist, Marius earned his B.D.
degree at the Southern Baptist Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky.
Afterwards, he spent a year as a
Rotary Fellow at the University of
Strasbourg, France. He earned his
Ph.D. in Reformation History from
Yale University in 1962, where he
studied with Sydney Ahlstrom,
Hajo Holborn and, most importantly, Roland Bainton. Marius
wrote four novels and, in addition
to numerous articles, a biography

of the much-admired Englishman,
Thomas More. In 1974, while still
on the faculty at the University of
Tennessee, he wrote his first study
of Martin Luther. In addition, he
also served as an editor for three
volumes of the Yale edition of The
Complete Works of St. Thomas
More.
Mickey L. Mattox

on poets-

Daniel J. Langton
may think of himself as Li Po thought of himself: sitting on the edge of a well, composing poems, and
dropping them them in the well as he finishes them. Nevertheless, his work has appeared in Poetry, The
Atlantic Monthly, The Paris Review, and The American Scholar.
Heath Davis Havlick
will be teaching two poetry sessions at this year's Mt. Hermon Writer's Conference and also teaches poetry on
a volunteer basis at a local school for homeless children.
on reviewers-

Mickey L. Mattox
writes from the Institute for Ecumenical Research in Strasbourg, France.
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on coversWht:il Lutherans think about "religion" the first thing that often comes to mind are texts, likely Bible verses or
Luther's Catechism or snippets of doctrinal formulae ("salvation by faith," "sola scriptura")-those they memorized as
children and confirmands and continue to cherish. But texts don't float in thin air. For the liturgically, sacramentallygrounded worship practices of Lutherans, texts live in the space of churches and the shape of devotional lives. Therefore, spaces where religion happens merit the attention of believer, artist, and scholar. The images on the covers of
this issue of The Cresset are examples of spaces where faith takes place.
On the front cover is artist and St. Olaf College professor Mary Griep's large visionary drawing of a cathedral fac;ade,
inspired by a recent trip to Europe. "Visionary" because it is assembled in a rarified space and illuminated from
within, as if the very stones were incandescent. The building is constructed as a palimpsest, a pastiche of architectural erasures-which is actually the way buildings get built and maintained. Patches of brick and stonework are assembled over time, pieced together, replaced, and reconceived in a grand structure of living architecture. Each section
of blocks, each veneer of stone is a trace of the time and people who erected and sustained the building as the house
of faith. The building is the material index of the character of belief. Griep's image recalls that every church, a
local manifestation of The Church, is forever unfinished, always under renovation, always receiving another layer of
meaning.
The back cover pictures the sanctuary of Swede Valley Lutheran Church south of Ogden, Iowa, as photographed by
Phillip Morgan. It is a small, pristine space, delicately lighted, carefully honed and polished to register each nuance
of sunlight for Swedish immigrants to the midwest, newcomers for whom architecture was a receptacle of light and a
fond remembrance of the Scandanavian sun. A large oil painting of Christ in Gethsemane, modelled on Dresden
painter Heinrich Hofmann's well known original, hangs above the altar as a dark presence in a neo-gothic cradle of
light and austerity. The space and its decoration still yield a feeling of solitude and quiet order that nourished an immigrant piety that had wandered far from home-and was surrounded now by Missouri-Synod Germans. Different from
the churches built by their German neighbors in central Iowa, this building was a sanctuary of Swedish ness in a place
where, for a time, more German than English was spoken.
This raises an important point about faith and place, something that a theology of culture must take very seriously:
the seemingly inextricable intermingling of the life of faith with the culture of place. If believers weren't incarnate
beings, they might extract themselves from the claim that place makes on their identity. But potluck suppers, stained
glass, the gleam of linoleum floors and polished oak pews, the sound of the organ, and the smell of winter in the
narthex-all of these tell the faithful where they are and that they belong there. And yet these sensations are not
enough. Faith cannot be contained or fully embodied in any single place. The dialectical imagination of Lutheran theology will never allow faith and embodiment to stand in a resolved relationship because faith calls the faithful to
transcendence no less than to embodiment. The consequence of this is a deep and abiding uneasiness, which is subtly
registered in Mary Griep's image of a church building that is never done, forever a work in progress. And in the photograph of Swede Valley Church, which, though it once was a living place, is now a fossil, a historical record of the way
faith used to happen at one place and time.
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